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Clinton Raised.

Demonstrators

$350,000 At Gay

Protest in Front

Fund—raiser

of Kentucky
State Offices
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —The
firing of a Lesbian social workerby
a private children‘s home agency
prompted an hourlong demonstra—
tion outside state offices by protest—
ers.
The demonstrators, who rallied
Nov. 24 outside a buildinghousing
Kentucky child—service agencies,
said the state should withdraw the
$10.4 million it provides the private
Kentucky Baptist Homes for Chil—
dren.
Kentucky Baptist Homes for
Children runs eight homes across
Kentucky for emotionally disturbed
children.
Alicia Pedreira told the crowd
that her dismissal may have been
legal but that it wasn‘t fair.
Pedreira, a supervisor at a Bap—
tist children‘s home in the Louisville
suburb of Middletown, was fired in
October after agency employees
saw a picture ofher and her partner,
Nance Goodman, at this year‘s Ken—
tucky State Fair. Pedreira said the
picture was taken a year earlier by
an amateur photographer and was
entered in a contest at the fair with—
out her knowledge.
Pedreira was terminated on the
grounds that her "admitted homo—
5
«sexual liféstyle—is contrary to Ken—
"A,,
tucky Baptist Homes for Children
core values."
Brenda Gray, a spokeswoman
for the Baptist Homes, said. that it
(~~had every legalright tofire Pedreira
because her homosexuality didn‘t
reflect the values of the KHBC,
which is part of the Kentucky Bap—
tist Convention. Gray said the
KBHC complies with state laws.
Five KBHC employees resigned
to protest her dismissal last month.
Spalding University and the Uni—
versity of Louisville‘s Kent School
of Social Work have decided to
withdraw their students from
KBHC programs. The schools say
discrimination based on sexual ori—
— entation doesn‘t conform with the
ethics and ideals of social work.
The Cabinet for Families and
Children, one of the state agencies
that contracts with the KBHC, has
said it cannot withdraw money from
a child—care agency that discrimi—
nates based on sexual orientation
because that is not covered by fed—
eral, state or local laws.
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Gay Advocates
Anti—Sodomy

Ecstatic After

Law Struck Down

banning oral and anal sex was up—
held by the U.S. Supreme Court in
1986 in the landmark Hardwick v.
Bowers case. Voting 5—4, the court
ATLANTA (AP) — The state
ruled that the U.S. Constitution
Supreme Court‘ s decision to over—
provided no protection for private
turn an anti—sodomy law has Geor—
homosexual
conduct in a case that
gia Gay activists thinking the state
infuriated Gay activists nation—
— once known as one of the
wide.
_
f
nation‘s most anti—homosexual —
Georgia State University law
is quickly changing.
professor Victor Flatt said the fed—
"I think that Georgia is prepar—
eral court basically reversed itself
ing itself to move into the 21st cen—
when last year it struck down a
tury as a just state," said Lynn
Colorado state consititutional
Cothren, an Atlanta Gay activist,
amendment prohibiting laws bar—
in reaction .to Monday‘s ruling.
"We are moving forward. This is ringdiscrimination against homo—
sexuals.
A
an issue we had been working on
"And since the Supreme Court
for a long time. There is still a lot
undercut itself, the state followed
of work to be done; it‘ s a slow pro—
suit," Flatt said. "And I think that
cess."
f
— The state Supreme Court voted: politically this was the right time
too. These are elected officials.
6—1 to overturn the sodomy convic—
That‘s not to say they had their eyes
tion of Anthony Powell. The
on ‘the ballot box, but they felt it
former Norcross resident was
was an appropriate time do this
found guilty of sodomizing his 17—
now."
year—old niece in 1996. He had
The state court heard another
been charged with rape, but his
lawyers argued that the sex was — challenge to the law in 1996, but
that case turned on the solicitation
consensual and the jury acquitted
of sodomy.
on that charge.
:
%
Three other states — Kentucky,
The court‘s majority opinion, by
Tennessee, and Pennsylvania —
Chief Justice Robert Benham, said
have recently overturned such
the law violates the state
laws. There is a suit underway in
constitution‘s provision that citi—
Texas challenging a state lawban—
zens are entitled to privacy..
ning homosexual acts in a a case
"We cannot think of any other
where police stormed into a private
activity that reasonable persons
residence. A similar Louisiana law
would rank as more private and
is also being challenged.
more deserving of protection from
Eighteen states still have laws
governmental interference than
against sodomy. Those challenging
consensual, private, adult sexual
such laws now have "fuel and am—
activity," he wrote.
munition to fight the battle," said
The state‘s 165—year—old law
By James Pilcher
Associated Press Writer

Former Memphis Man To Start Gay,
By Bill Kaczor
Associated Press Writer
PENSACOLA, Fla. (AP) —
When banks refused to finance a
~ Gay and Lesbian resort, Steven
Dunlap scrapped that idea and de—
cided to start a financial institution
that would welcome homosexuals
instead of spurn them.
The result is G&L Bank — the
\ => ~> Anitials stand for Gay and Lesbian

—— expected to open here in the
spring pending final approval from
federal regulators, said Dunlap, the .
bank‘s chairman and former Mem—
phis, Tenn., resident.
Dunlap may be best remem—
bered locally for having renovated
the delapidated landmark Ashlar
Hall and opening it as The Castle,
in the late 80s..
;
Not only would it be the nation‘s
only bank catering specifically to

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
mid—term elections may be over,
but President Clinton returned to
the fund—raising trail Dec. 1 with
a. pair of events that drew small
audiences but brought $1.1 mil—
lion to the Democratic National
Committee.
The president_addressed 35
Gay and Lesbian supporters at a
$10,000—a—plate dinner at the
Mayflower Hotel that raised
$350,000. He then went to an—
other room at the hotel to speak
to a separate group of 35 who
paid up to $25,000 per couple to
attend. ‘That event raised
$750,000.
Clinton spoke of "the real
mandate" of the Nov. 3 elections,
and resumed his pre—election
criticisms that Republican lead—
ers in Congress are too obsessed
with politics to respond to the
concerns of the American people.
"The real mandate of this elec—
tion was for the American people
to pull together and go forward,"
Clinton said. "In the end, the
American people are almost al—
ways called upon to make the
same decisions. Are you for
progress or partisanship, are you
for people or politics, are you for
unity or division? ... I look very
much forward to two more years
of significant progress."

Powell‘s attorney Steven H.
Sadow.
The ruling cannot be appealed,
because the Georgia Supreme
Court is the ultimate authority on
the state‘s constitution. Legislators
would have to amend the constitu—
tion to pass a similar law.
f
Governor—elect Roy Barnes had
no comment, while fellow Demo—
crat and Lt. Gov.—elect Mark Tay—
lor said the old law was useful in
prosecuting sex cases in which
more serious charges, such as rape,
were hard to prove.
"I think there needs to be a law
of some sort on the books,"said>
Taylor, who will preside over the
Senate when the Legislature con—
venes in January. "I think, Repub—
lican or Democrat, it‘s an issue the
Legislature would rather not deal
with. But we don‘t have that op—
tion."
Charles Shanor, an Emory law
professor, said the sodomy law
gave juries an out when they did
not want to convict for either rape
or aggravated sodomy.
"With this law, they could pe—
nalize what they saw as wrong con—
duct — such as a married man
having relations with his 17—year—
old niece and not send him away
for life," Shanor said.
The states that ban sodomy are:
Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas,
Florida, Idaho, Kansas, Louisiana,
Maryland, Massachusetts, Minne—— |_
sota, Mississippi, Missouri, North
Carolina, Oklahoma, South Caro—
lina, Texas, Utah and Virginia.
See related stories on page 5
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Lesbian Internet Bank

homosexuals, it would be one of pect to be the No. 1 brand name in
the Internet banking arena,"
the first operating primarily via the
Dunlap said. "You‘re going to sort
Internet.
of forget, potentially, what this
"The whole deal is to take bank—
G&L stands for."
ing away from you having to go to
Bold talk, but Dunlap, 42, has —
the bank, and let us bring the bank _
some unique business credentials
to you," Dunlap said. He envisions
to back it up.
5
Gays and Lesbians as an entry mar—
He went from selling watermel—
ket, but not the bank‘s sole cus—
ons outside his father‘s appliance
tomer base.
store in Jonesboro, Ark., at age 8
"Just like Federal Express is
See Internet Bank on page 5
doing to overnight delivery, I ex—
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The American
Don‘t Tell,

President:

Don‘t Ask,

Opinions expressed in editorials,

Don‘t Throw Him Out

by Ira King
TJN Staff Writer

Impeachment looms large on the
millennial horizon for, President William
Jefferson Clinton. Sex, lies and audio tapes
have helped Special Prosecutor Kenneth
Starr fulfill his dream of dethroning onE of
the most popular presidents in American his—
tory. This is certainly true in America‘sGay
community.
—
#
I am convinced that this impeachment
mania is not stirred so much by lawmakers
practicing righteous indignation over who
the president sleeps with, as it is about Re—
publicans‘ continuing angst over losing the
White House in 1992 and having failed yet
to regain it..
Whatever the outcome of this saga, the
Gay community owes Mr. Clinton a tremen—
dous debt of gratitude. Never in our history
has one president gone out on a limb to en—
sure that Gay Americans achieve the same
civil rights as heterosexual Americans. Presi—
dent Clinton‘s "Don‘t Ask, Don‘t Tell"
policy set a new standard for the U.S. Armed
Forces. Gay men and women are now free
to practice their sexuality as long as they are
confidential about it while in the military.
The fact that the president even dared
suggest such a policy was more than most
Gay activists and organizations had hoped
for. When the suggestion became law, the

commentaries and letters

are those of the authors.
Gay community was elated, the fundamen—
talist right was deflated. The Bible thump—
ers haven‘t recovered since.
to say? How man "I‘m sorry‘‘s does he have
When the scandal involving Monica
— to recite? It appears the number is quite high
Lewinski broke, nobody really care, save the
Republican party. The president obviously
has a libido that is unquenchable. This is ap—
LE ITER
8
parently no news to his wife. The president
and his wife have obviously come to terms
regarding his sexual proclivities. Why can‘t
lime Triangle Journal News welcomes letters fromits readers. _
the American Congress?
, Letters should be be as short as reasonable and typed if pos—
The Congress in general and the Repub—
sible. Although names may be withheld on request, all letters
lican party in particular, are seemingly made
should be signed and include aphone number for verification.
up of self—righteous, sanctimonious men and
Anonymous letters will not be printed. All letters are subject to
women who are willing to overlook their
editing for spelling, punctuation and grammar. However eyery
own sins in order to exploit the sins of an—
effort will be made to maintain the original intent of the writer.
‘other. It is a fact that if the American people
4
Letters should be mailed to: Triangle Journal News, P.O. Box
were to impeach every politician who ever
is
11485, Memphis, TN 38111—0485 orfaxed to (901) 454—1411.
had an affair and lied about it, the nation‘s
~
tas
Our e—mail address is MemphisTJN@aol.com.
government would have to shut down.
Personally, I don‘t think Mr. Clinton
should or will be impeached, not if the Con—
gress acts responsibly and listens to the
American people. Public opinion is very
much against such an action. It seems that
Americans recognize that their president is
the embodiment of his constituents. He‘s one
of us. While he has "sinned," he has not
failed to do the job we hired him to do.
Apparently Congress has decided that the —
American people are too stupid to determine
if the president is contrite enough for what
he did. How many mea cuplas does the have
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and he is not even close to reaching it.

when you help us, you see who is also
Member Thanks
benefiting...the
family of humanity.
Bowling League
I was asked to make a list of names this
I am taking this time to say "THANK agency would like to thank for their caring
YOU" to the Brothers & Sisters Bowling and support duringthe pastyear, and I real—
League for their prayers, the kind thoughts ized it could not be done. No matter how
and the generosity extended to me during long the list, it would forever be incomplete,
for it could not just be measured by dona—
my recent hospitalization.
Your friendship demonstrated to me that tions. Its measurement would have to include
the league is not one dimensional. It really acts of the heart, and the capacity that one
is a small community comprised of caring has in their heart for others is vast, possibly
and giving human beings. You have proven infinite.
that friends always come through in times As an employee ofFriends For Life, I can
thank people who have money for giving so
of need. I remain sincerely grateful.
generously
; people with tight budgets for
Patrick Hoing
Memphis sharing so unselfishly; people with precious
extra time for volunteering so cheerfully;
More Thanks
people who are spiritualforprayingsofer—
It is said that when Godclosesa door, —Yently; and people who have lost a loved one
living on so bravely.
many windows open. I never knew this to forAs
a PWA, I thank you for keeping us in
be true until I was diagnosed with having your conscience
in your hearts, for —I
AIDS and I began my new life‘sjourney here know you are in and
mine.
And I think I can
at Friends For Life. It never ceases to amaze
for all ofPWAs and the agencies when
me how thoughtful, kind and. generous Ispeak
say that Friends For Life, Aloysius Home,
people can be toward others. Friends For Life Loving
Arms and Hope House could not con—
has been the recipient throughout the year tinue their
important missions without the
of such kindred kindness and genuine acts love,
and compassion ofthe
of generosity and thoughtfulness. We, in Gays understanding
and Lesbians in this city. Every day,
turn, have done our best to help those living intentionally
or not, you help to make Mem—
with HIV or AIDS to live a better life, one
a
kinder
and gentler, yet wiser, place to
filled with hope and dignity. And when we phis
do this, and if we are able to do this well, we call home
Forever grateful,
are touching the lives of their life partners
Butch Valentine, PWA
and spouses, their children, their mothers,
and Friends For Life
fathers, grandparents, auntsand uncles, their
Fund—raising Coordinator
friends and countless others. So you see,
~TJN Advertising/Copy Deadline
for the February 1999 Issue
Jan. 15, 1999
f

Mail submissions, to:
< ITIN ~
:
P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111—0485
.E—mail to: MemphisTJN@aol.com
(Note NEW e—mail address)
Fax to: (901) 454—1411
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Ex—Zimbabwe President Flees Coun
try,

Former Rep. Huffington

Found

Announces He Is Gay

Guilty on

By Angus Shaw
Associated Press Writer
HARARE, Zimbabwe (AP) —
The former president of Zimba—
bwe, was convicted on 11 counts
of sodomy and homosexual as—
sault, and prosecutors confirmed
he has fled the country.
Canaan Banana, 62, a Method—
ist minister, went to neighboring
Botswana on Nov. 17, said Chief
Prosecutor Augustine Chikumira.
He said the government will seek
the former leader‘s extradition.
Banana was convicted ofusing
his power as president to force
bodyguards, a cook and a gardener
to perform homosexual acts. The
offenses allegedly occurred from
1980 to 1987, when he served in
the largely ceremonial role of
president.
Judge Godfrey Chidyausiku is—
sued an arrest warrant for Banana
and ordered his bail revoked.

Gay Sex Charge

The former president had been
freed on $600 bail, and had surren—
dered his passport and the deed to
his mansion in an exclusive suburb
of the capital, Harare.
In his defense during a three—
week trial in June, Banana said the
charges were an attempt to destroy
his character and standing amid ru—
mors he was planning a political
comeback.
He faces a possible maximum
jail term of 22 years at his Dec. 10
sentencing.
Zimbabwe President Robert
Mugabe has launched a campaign
against homosexuality, saying the
concept was brought to the conti—
nent by the West. He has described
same—sex partners as "lower than
pigs and dogs."
In Botswana, the Foreign Min—
istry confirmed Banana was in the
country but said officials had re—
ceived no request for asylum.
The state—controlled Herald

FARMERS
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Superior
INSURANC

Auto — Home — Life — Annuities
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Office: 377—1075

Enrica Ramey

Home: 374—9502

Escorts w
452—5322
Major credit cards accepted

Executive

newspaper of Harare reported Nov.
26 that Banana may have taken ref—
uge with the Anglican church in
Botswana.
Botswana‘s deputy police com—
missioner, Edwin Batshu, said au—
thorities would begin extradition
proceedings once Banana is found.
The politician could face charges
in Botswana for entering the coun—
try without a passport. _
Banana fled to Botswana in
1972 when he was a political ac—
tivist fighting the white—led govern—
ment in Rhodesia, as Zimbabwe
was known before independence.
In exile, he became chaplain at the
American University in Washing—
ton, D.C.
Banana was brought to trial af—
ter a police inspector who had
worked as his bodyguard killed a
colleague who had taunted him for
his alleged relationship with the
former president.
Jefta Dube, serving a 10—year
prison term for that killing, testi—
fied that he was forced into a sexual
relationship with Banana fro
1984 to 1986.
B

NEW YORK (AP) — Michael cess of finding out the truth about
Huffington, a former Republican me."
:
congressman from California who
Huffington, 51, unseated a vet—
spent $28 million in a failed bid for eran Republican congressman from
the Senate in 1994, discloses in the California in 1992. Two years later,
January issue of Esquire magazine he lost a race for the seat held by
that he is Gay.
Sen. Dianne Feinstein, D—Calif.
~ The oil and banking heir made
Huffington‘s former wife,
the disclosure during interviews Arianna, issued a statement saying,
with the article‘s author, David "I wish Michael well, and all that
Brock.
& matters to me is that he‘s a good
"I know now that my sexuality father to our children." The couple,
is part of who I am," Huffington who have two daughters, divorced
said. "I‘ ve been through a long pro— in 1997 after 1 1 years of marriage.

Attorney Not Sure If He
Will Challenge Same—Sex
Marriage Amendment

HONOLULU (AP) —The Ha—
waii Supreme Court has asked at—
torneys to submit arguments
outlining how the same—sex mar—
riage amendment recently ap—
proved by voters might affect the
case that is before the court.
The court also ordered the De—
partment of Health to turn over a
certified copy of the vote in which
Hawaii residents overwhelmingly
approved the amendment authoriz—
MAGY.
ing the Legislature to reserve mar—
riage for opposite—sex couples.
The Health Department also
Memphis Area
must describe how it believes the
proposed amendment would affect —
Gay Youth
— the case beforethe high court.
Civil liberties attorney Dan
Foley said he does not believe the
Peer support and
constitutional amendment over—
discussion group
turns a ruling by Circuit Judge
Kevin Chang that the state failed
to justify its ban on same—sex mar—
Call 335—MAGY riage. He said he will ask the Su—
preme Court to affirm Chang‘s
ruling. —
website:
Assistant Attorney General Dor—
www.geocities.com/
othy Sellers said it is "prudent" for
westhollywood/1772/
the Supreme Court now to ask for

T
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briefs on questions related to the
case.
CynthiaQuinn,
specialMargery
assistant
toBronster,
Attorneysaid, General
thecarefulcourt‘sattention.
request"We" andarewilllooking
give atit
Foley,couples
who represents
the three
plaintiff
in
the
same—sex
marriagedecided
case, whether
earlier tosaidchal—he
hadn‘t
lenge thethatnewit violates
amendment
on
grounds
the
U.S.
Constitution‘s
equal protection
clause.
TheSupremeCourtearlierruled
that
the banonsame—sexmarriage~~~—
violated
the stateconstitution‘s
equal
protection
clause
unlessrea—the
state
could
show
compelling
sonwas forsentretaining
theCircuit
ban. TheCourt,
case
back
to
whereChangruledthestatehad
not
shown
a
compelling
reason.
Ina 1992,
Colorado amendment
voters rati—
fied
constitutional
barring state, cityadoptinglegislation
and county gov—
ernmentsfrom
totion.protect
Gays fromSupreme
discrimina—
TheColorado
Court
declared
the
amendment
violated
thefederal
constitution‘sequal
pro—Su—
tection
clause,
and
the
U.S.
premeFoleyCourtsaidagreed.
he federal
would constitu—
be more
likely
to
raise
the
tionalgranted
issueifsame—sex
couplesare
notther
rights
to
marry
by ei—or
the
Hawaii
Supreme
Court
theThestateLegislature
Legislature.in 1994 passed
a law defining
marriage
as woman.
a union
between
one
man
and
one
Itis
unclear
iftheanother
Legislature
now
will
haveto
pass
law
mak—
ing* Foley
that clarification.
f
saidhe
believes
lawmak—
ersDyke,mustpass
anotherlaw.
JonVan
professor
of
constitutional
lawathe thewouldUniversity
of: Hawaii,
‘said
recommend
that the
Legislaturepass
anotherlawtoend
anyLegislative
"ambiguity."leaders say they will
seek advice from the attorney gen—
eral.

Georgia

Decision

Could

Bolster Case Challenging
Sodomy Law In Texas
By Pauline Arrillaga
Associated Press Writer

Supreme Court, which said the
lower court did not have proper
jurisdiction.
HOUSTON (AP) — The Geor—
"The Georgia case expressly
gia Supreme Court‘s decision to
relies on the earlier Texas case," he
throw out that state‘s anti—sodomy
said. "If they can rely on Texas, I
law could bolster a challenge to the
don‘t see why Texas can‘t rely on
Texas statute that is beginning to
them."
wind through the court system, a
Mitchell Katine, a lawyer for the
constitutional law expert said Mon—
Houston men, said their appeal pri—
day.
marily would attack the fact that the
_
_"There‘s no reason why Texas. Texas law makes sodomy illegal
can‘t rely on Georgia for its rea—
only for same—sex couples, not het—
soning," said Neil McCabe, a con—
erosexuals. But the privacy issue
stitutional law professor at South
also will come into play, and the
Texas College of Law. "State
Georgia decision "strengthens the
courts are big on that — they look
privacy arguments in our case," he
around and see what other states
said.
have done.
Suzanne Goldberg, another de—
"And you‘re not talking about
fense attorney in the Texas case,
some liberal state with a Supreme
agreed.
Court that‘s Gay— and Lesbian—
"The Georgia decision helps il—
friendly. You‘re talking about a
lustrate how laws like Texas‘ ho—
state in the heart of the conserva—
mosexual conduct law infringe
tive South." _
upon the privacy rights of Lesbian
Voting 6—1, the Georgia court
and Gay men," she said. "I think it
found that state‘s sodomy law. should provide additional rein—
"manifestly infringes upon a con—
forcement for a proper decision
stitutional provision ... which guar—
striking down the law in this case."
antees to the citizens of Georgia the
But Harris County Assistant
right of privacy." The ruling came
District Attorney Brett Ligon, who
in the case of a man who was con—
is prosecuting the Texas case, said
victed of sodomizing his 17—year—
it was too soon to determine what
old niece in 1996.
effect — if any — the Georgia case
The decision—was issued just
would have.
three days after two Houston men
"It‘s not binding on state law,
caught having sex in a private home
and it‘s not binding on the Texas
pleaded no contest to sodomy
Court of Criminal Appeals," Ligon
charges and then appealed the case,
said of the Georgia ruling. "It
initiating a legal challenge to the
doesn‘t mean anything."
119—year—old Texas law that bars
Texas‘ sodomy law makes ho—
Gay intercourse.
mosexual oral and anal sex a Class
John Geddes Lawrence, 55, and
C misdemeanor, punishable by a
Tyrone Garner, 31, were arrested
fine of up to $500. Because police
for engaging in homosexual con—
rarely catch someone performing a
duct, a misdemeanor, on Sept. 17 . homosexual act, officials say few
when deputies found the two in
cases ever are prosecuted.
Lawrence‘s apartment engaged in
Gay activists long have argued
consensual sex. The deputies were
the law is used to justify discrimi—
responding to a false report of an
nation. But with no defendant in a
armed intruder.
criminal case, efforts to remove the
McCabe said the Georgia deci—
law have met with mixed success.
sion would lend more credence to
The Houston case, which origi—
arguments that the Texas law
nated in a justice of the peace court,
should be tossed out. He noted the
has been appealed to a county
Georgia court, in its opinion, even
criminal court. It could eventually
cited a 1992 Texas appeals court
reach the Texas Court of Criminal
decision finding the sodomy law
Appeals and, possibly, the U.S.
unconstitutional. That ruling even—
Supreme Court.
tually was overturned by the Texas

Take Pictures?
Share Them!
Send your
pictures to
TJN
P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111

Ruling Throwing Out Georgia Sodomy Law
Could Affect Louisiana

Lawsuit

able by up to five years in prison.
It‘s not clear when Gill—Jefferson
will issue her ruling, but the losing
side is expected to appeal to the Loui—
siana Supreme Court.
During the trial, Rawls spent
four days questioning witnesses
who said the sodomy law discrimi—
nates against homosexuals by out—
lawing their only sexual option.
State lawyers called only one wit—
ness, a therapist who testified that
Gay men and Lesbians can be
"healed" and become heterosexual.
They don‘t believe that the over—
turning of the Georgia law will
have an impact on the outcome of
the Louisiana lawsuit, said Denise
Bottcher, a spokeswoman for the
state Attorney General‘s Office.
"It does not have any jurisdic—
tion or implication in the state of
Louisiana," she said.
The Georgia law was the sub—
ject of previous challenges but was
upheld by the U.S. Supreme Court

By Alan Clendenning
Associated Press Writer
NEW ORLEANS (AP) — The
lawyer challenging Louisiana‘s
sodomy law says his case got a big
boost this week when the Georgia
Supreme Court overturned that
state‘s sodomy statute.
The 6—1 ruling that the law vio—
lates the Georgia Constitution‘s pri—
vacy rights clause could help
persuade an Orleans Parish judge
rule that the Louisiana law is uncon—
stitutional, said attorney John Rawls.
"This is the first Deep South
state to throw out its sodomy stat—
ute," said Rawls, who plans to file
a copy of the Georgia court deci—
sion soon with Judge Carolyn Gill—
Jefferson.
Gill—Jefferson presided over a
one week civil trial in October on
the constitutionality of the Louisi—
ana law, which makes consensual
oral and anal sex a felony punish—

in 1986 after a homosexual sued
state officials to have the law de—
clared unconstitutional. The court
ruled 5—4 that consenting adults
have no constitutional right to pri—
vate homosexual conduct.
But the majority opinion of the
Georgia Supreme Court said the
sodomy statute‘s reason for being
"can only be to regulate the private
conduct of consenting adults,
something which Georgia‘s right of
privacy puts beyond the bounds of
government regulation." _
Such an argument could help
sway Gill—Jefferson or the state‘s
Supreme Court justices, said Betty
Cole, a professor at Tulane Univer—
sity School of Law.
"They‘re not governed by what
Georgia does, but in terms of the
theory that (the sodomy law) is vio—
lative of the right to privacy, Louisi—
ana does have a pretty broad right to
privacy," Cole said. "This ruling cer—
tainly doesn‘t hurt (Rawls‘) case."

Internet Bank
Continued from page 1
— to retirement in his early 30s af—
ter developing a series of novelty
products. They include Night—
crawlers, children‘s house shoes
with eyes that light up to guide
youngsters through the dark, and
Pet Peeves, talking collars for cats
and dogs.
He made his real fortune, how—
ever, by selling millions of
Moonies. The chubby doll—size fig—
ures attached to car windows with
suction cups like the ubiquitous
Garfield—the—cat stick—ons, but with
a risque difference.
"You squeezed the bulb and the
little guy dropped his pants and
mooned people," Dunlap said. "I
got rich off of it, and I quit."
He moved in 1990 from Mem—
phis, Tenn., to Navarre Beach,
about 20 miles east of Pensacola, —
planning nothing more thanto sit
on the sugar—white beach and write
a book about fad products.
However, after noticing that
thousands of homosexuals congre—
gate on area beaches every Memo—
rial Day weekend, he decided the
Florida Panhandle could support a
small Gay and Lesbian resort.
Dunlap.and a motel developer drew
up a plan and took it to local bank—
ers about six years ago.
‘You could just see the color run
out of their faces," Dunlap recalled.
‘"My personal impression and ob—
servation was that they did not want
anything to do with the financing
solely because it was a ... ‘Gay and
Lesbian‘ business."
Dunlap, himself Gay, figured if
that was happening. here, it also was
happening to others elsewhere.
Creating a bank for such a geo—
graphically widespread market
niche would have been difficult at

best before the Internet.
25 employees after opening.
"The Internet now allows us to
The Office of Thrift Supervi—
deliver to this community without . sion, a branch ofthe Treasury De—
having bricks and mortar," Dunlap
partment, does not permit
said. "It actually allows me to put
disclosure of an exact opening date
a bank branch in every house
or capitalization until its national
where there is a computer."
savings bank charter is approved.
Internet banking remains in its _
Potential customers, however,
infancy, however, so G&L has had
are lining up.
to do extensive research and de—
Michele Johnson, a Houston re—
velopment. That effort is headed
tail manager, learned about G&L
by G. Kay Griffith, G&L‘s presi—
from a newspaper article. She has
dent.
had no problems herself, but wants
Ms. Griffith, 53, originally
to bank with G&L because she has
from Columbus, Ohio, worked for
heard horror stories from other ho—
major bank groups in California
mosexuals who tried to open joint
and Florida and was president of
accounts at conventional banks.
Admiralty Bank in Palm Beach
‘"You know, the looks, the cold
County until 1994 when she
shoulders, people not really want—
formed a consulting company in
ing to do that and making you
Fort Lauderdale. She closedthe
jump through all the hoops," she
business after taking the G&LJob
said.

in March.
"There were a few moments
when I candidly sat and said,
‘Hmmm, there are going to be
questions asked about me,"" said
Ms. Griffith, who is heterosexual.
"But that took only about a see—
ond."
3
She had always been interested
in civil rights and the opportunity
to be part of such a pioneering ef—
fort was too attractive to pass up.
The bank‘s 1 I —member staff is
almost equally split between ho—
mosexuals and heterosexuals.
Staffing at its Pensacola headquar—
ters is expected to increase to about

John Redding, a civil servant in
Boise, Idaho, stumbled across the
G&L site while surfing the Web.
The bank‘s Internet site — http://
www.g—lbank.com — has had
20,000 hits since going online
more than a year ago, Ms. Griffith
said.
"Having a banking institution
that clearly stands up and does our
business for us is really to our ben—
efit, bothfinancially and politi—
cally," Redding said. "Knowing
the person on the other end is
somebody ‘that I can relate to and
understands what my situation is,
that‘s a great deal of comfort."
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Challenging Texas

Sodomy Law

Accused of Assault
HOUSTON
(AP) —Texas‘
One ofsod—the Lawrence, 55, were arrested Sept.
two
men
challenging
17 and charged
witha class
devianthomo—
omy
law
was
arrested
on
suspicion
sexual
conduct,
C misde—no
ofprompted
assaulting
the
man
who
meanor.
The
two
pleaded
his original
arrest,todaybut be—the contest last week and— appealed,
charges
were
dismissed
setting
uplaw.a challenge to the state‘s
causeTyrone
of insufficient
evidence.
sodomy
Garner,on 31,charges
was arrested
HarristheCounty
sheriff‘s
deputies
early
Monday
of
as—
arrested
two
after
finding
them
saulting
roommate
Robert
Royce
havingconsensualsex
inLawrence‘s
Eubanks,
40, with a Fred
belt, saidKing.
po— apartment.—A third man had con—
lice
spokesman
tacted deputies,
sayingan
armed
in—
Eubanks
told
police
Garner
struck
truder
had
broken
into
the
home.
himGarner
while was
theyarrested
were arguing.
TheHouston
Chronicle
reported
on
a
Class
today
that
the
man
was
Eubanks,
C misdemeanor
assault
charge
and false
who later
was convicted offiling a
jailed.
However,
he
was
released
report.
this morning
after the charges
were there"Nois some
one should
bebetween
surprised
dropped
for
insufficient
evidence.
tension
the
King
said
Garner
and
Eubanks
two,"
said
David
Jones,
a
lawyer
have "aon history
of filing false re— representing
Lawrence in the sod—
ports
each
other."
omy
case.
Garner and John— Geddes "He wrongfully put them in
FBI Reviews a Civil R|ghts
by Gay Couple
He drew anandarrow
pointingresidence.
toward
LAKELAND,
Fla. (AP)a neigh—
— A Maxwell
LaRose‘s
Gay
couple
are
accusing
Maxwell
andandLaRose
alsoSandra,
vid—
bor of aConfederate
harassment, saying
he dis—
eotaped
Trim
his
wife,
played
flag,
hung
out
racial against
slurs thatthem.they said
a ropeerected
tied inantheinsulting
shape ofsign.a noose making
wereTrimdirected
and
up the flag
af—in _
Until—recently,
theandcouple,
terthe helivingroom."
"gotsaidtiredhe putofThelooking
at
it
_ LaRose,
Raymond
Maxwell
Gary
signs weren‘t
seemed43,towithget whom
along with
really
homosexual—related
slurs
Ronald
Trim,
they
‘because
he
hyphenated
the
word,
often
socialized
during
backyard
—
he said.
cookouts.
could mean
anything,"
he
Buta oncomplaint
Nov. 20,alleging
LaRose,civil
42, said."It"Besides,
I
posted
those
signs
filed
I wasold.rapedI‘mbyaman
when —
rightsFBIviolations
byTrim.Juana Klim because
I was 9 years
afraid itcould
spokeswoman
confirmed
that the FBIis
looking
into
the
allegations,
but
wouldn‘t
elaborate.
Thealso
American
Civilwork—
Lib—
erties
Union
has
been
with LaRoseorderto help
himobtain
aingrestraining
against
Trim.to a
The
dispute
goes
back
neighbor
who some
accusedrabbits
Trim‘sshe five
dogs
ofkilling
had
been
raising
in
her
backyard.
— Trim, who
isis Black,
white, ofaccused
Maxwell,
who
point—
ing
the
finger
at
his
dogs.
From
there,Thethings
escalated.
PolkcalledCounty
Sheriff‘s
Of—
fice
was
in
after
Maxwell
‘and LaRose,
partnerssomeforof10Trim‘s
years,
‘said
they
thought
differencesis unacceptable;
actions
were
meant
to
intimidate:
lxke’}
them.During the afternoon ofNov. 9, women
made awarethat it is notan approCampbellsaid he —
Trimsaid
hestillraisedflies,a Confederate
didn‘t mean to upset anyone.
flag,
which
in
his
front
"I offended some people, and I‘m
yard.
He
also
constructed
a
plat—
sorry for that," the senior tight end
form, putaahangman‘s
tripod on topnoose.
ofit, and said. "It was heat of the moment. It‘s
attached
+ not that I directed it at anyone."
Trim
said
he
later
posted
sev—
He was ready to drop the subject.
eral
signs
on
his
front
fence
warn—
"I haven‘t heard anything about
ing
neighborhood
children
that
it," Campbellsaid. "N
"F—E—R—R—I—E—S"
—a homosexual
apparently
meaning
"fairies,"
slur — lived in the neighborhood.

jail," Jones said, adding he didn‘t
know what happened between Gar—
ner and the man Monday. "I am
very suspicious of anything that —
comes out. of the mouth ‘of that
guy."
Although it‘s been on the books
for 119 years, Texas‘ sodomy law
rarely is enforced. Gay activists
have worked unsuccessfully for
years to overturn the statute.
The Georgia Supreme Court on
Monday threw out that state‘s anti—
sodomy law. Some constitutional
experts say that could bolster Gar—
ner and Lawrence‘s legal challenge
in Texas.
Harris County Assistant District
Attorney Brett Ligon, who is pros—
ecuting the Texas case, said it was
too soon to determine what effect
— if any — the Georgia case would
have. —
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dren."
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The hangman‘s noose, Trim
said, is used "to slaughter hogs."
Maxwell and LaRose saidthey
are afraid things will turn violent.
"He used to brag about being in
the Ku Klux Klan when we were
friends," Maxwell said. "He said I
was the only Black man he let ride
in his truck."
Trim denied being a member of
the Klan, but said he has friends
who are affiliated with the group.
LaRose said he just wants to feel
safe in his home. "I have a 3—year—
old I am trying to raise," he said of
his niece, Trisha. "I just want to live
a normal life."

levi—leather club
CLUB NIGHT
Sat., Jan 2 — 10 PM.
PIPELINE
SHOW YOUR LEATHER!

Campbell, School for Remarks

COLLEGE STATION, Texas
(AP) — Texas A&M football player
Dan Campbell admits he got too
caught up in a recent bonfire cel—
ebration.
Campbell offended Gay and Les—
bian students by saying he was glad
to attend a school where "men

Spalce donated as a public séi'vice of the Triangle Journal News

sued apologies for Campbell s re—
mark. =
"The implied criticism of Gay and
Lesbian people was a personal view
and not one condoned or embraced
by Texas A&M University," Bowen
said in a statement. "Our university
is one where criticism real, implied‘
or unintended — of people for thei

obody has said
anything to.me about it in class." _
A&MPresident Ray Bowen and
athletic dlrector Wally Groff also is

priate place and time to voice h1s
‘views and has expressed regret."
The Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and
Transgendered Aggies, the officially
recognized Gay student group on
.campus, lodged a complaint after
Campbell‘s remarks.
Groupadvisor Kim.Novak, a uni—~ —
versnty employee,.said the public
apologles were seenby Gay and
Lesbian =studentswas ‘"major
progress."
:
5.
<8?
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Rulesin Favor of Lesbian Teacher
By Kimberley
the $1,500 she was seeking in began living with another
Associated
PressMurphy
Writer damages
.
woman. Since then, parents
"I feel like I really fought for speaking for and against
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) — something that should have Weaver have packed heated
A simple phone
ndy been mine in the first place," school board meetings, called
Weaver her jobcallascostWe
volley
ball Weaver said. "It was a personal news conferences and circulated
— coach, her freedom to speak
matter that kind of became petitions.
openly about her sexual orien— somethi
ng of purpose."
The judge concluded that
tation and her privacy.
The Weaver case has at— school officials had discrimi—
judge‘s ruling tracted national attention be— nated against Weaver by dis—
on But
Nov.a 25federal
may
help her get it cause of the precedent it could missing her from herjob as vol—
all back.
set for how public schools treat leyball coach after it became
Weaver
who
ﬁled a lawsult homosexual
,
teachers and known she was a Lesbian and
last fall against
Judge

the Nebo School
District, claimed she was fired
as volleyball coach at Spanish
Fork High School after ac—
knowledging to a student that
she is a Lesbian.
She also said school officials
violated her rights with a gag or—
der that prevented her from talk—
ing with students or staff about
her sexual orientation, even out—
side of school.
In his 25—page ruling, U.S.
District Judge Bruce Jenkins
agreed Weaver‘s rights of free
speech, equal protection and due
process had been violated.
Jenkins ordered the school dis—
trict to offer Weaver the coach—
ing position and to lift the gag
order. He also awarded Weaver

coaches.
School officials took action
against Weaver following a
phone call she made to a student
in the summer of 1997. Weaver
was preparing for the upcoming
volleyball season by telephon—
ing prospective volleyball team
members about summer camp
schedules. Durmg one of the
calls, a senior team member
asked Weaver, "Are you Gay?"
Weaver responded that she
was, and the team member told
Weaver she would not play on
the volleyball team in the fall.
The school acted that sum—
mer, a few months after Weaver
and her husband, Gary Weaver,
who also works at the high
school, divorced and Weaver

student‘s actions may have in—
terrupted her own activities,
there is no evidence that the ac—
tivities of the school were in any
way disrupted."
_ Jenkins also said that while
Weaver was threatened with
disciplinary action for discuss—
© ing her intimate associations and
sexual orientation, no other
teacher in the school district
faced the same restriction.
"Indeed, as the school district
by imposing the gag order.
conceded at the hearing, no
"Although the Constitution — similar restriction was placed on
cannot control prejudices, nei— heterosexual teachers at all,"
ther this court nor any other Jenkins said. "Clearly then, the
court should, directly or indi— school district wanted to silence
rectly, legitimize them" Jenkins Ms. Weaver‘ s speech because of
wrote.
its expected pro—homosexual
The judge noted Weaver has viewpoint. Such viewpoint—
continued to teach psychology based restriction is constitution—
at the school without incident ally impermissible.
and that school officials have
"Simple as it may sound, as
been unable to point to any a matter of fairness and even—
problems since her sexualori— handedness, homosexuals
entation was revealed.
should not be sanctioned or re—
"The statement from a stu— stricted for speech that hetero—
dent and volleyball team mem— sexuals are not likewise sanc—
ber that she felt uncomfortable tioned or restricted for," he said.
about playing for Ms. Weaver,
Weaver said Wednesday she
and that she would not play vol— felt vindicated by the decision,
leyball in her senior year, is just and a sense of freedom that her
that," Jenkins wrote. "While the lawsuit and the issues raised in

"...Everyone who loves has
been born of God and

it are nearing resolution. She
said she had not decided if she
will apply next year for the
coaching position but would
discuss it with her partner,
Rachel Smith.
"I want to make that choice
because I want to coach or don‘t
want to coach," she said. —
Weaver said she does not an—
ticipate the ruling will effect her
work as a teacher, and hopes it
will help other teachers feel they
can speak freely on any topic.
Assistant Attorneys General
Martha S. Stonebrook and Rob—
ert C. Morton, representing the
Nebo School District, were not
available for comment.
Stephen Clark, legal counsel
for the American Civil Liberties
Union of Utah, called the ruling
a tremendous victory for Weaver
and other Utah teachers.
‘For her, it obviously means
that she is vindicated on all le—
gal claims that she brought,"
Clark said. "For others — other
teachers —I think it‘s tremen—
dous just because it acknowl—
edges that they can respond hon—
estly about who they are ... with—
out fear of constitutional re—
straints on their expressions."

knows God."

— I John 4:7

Come join the new Safe
Harbor —
MCC church in Jackson,
TN.

Call (901) 427—1500

for more

mformatwn

Safe Harbor — Metropolitan Community Church
P.O. Box 41691, Memphis,TN 38174 * (901) 458—0501 «SafeHMCC@aolcom
Worship:

Sundays at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.

Meets in the "Chapel of the Good Shepherd
"
Union Avenue U.M.C. at Union and Cooper
(Use the Union Avenue entrance.)
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New Judge Assigned for
Suspect in

Shepard Case

LARAMIE, Wyo. (AP) — A
_new judge has been assigned to
hear the case of one of two men
suspected in the murder of Mat—
thewShepard, the Gay college stu—
dent who was tied to a fence,
robbed, and beaten to death.
Eighth District Judge Barton R.
Voigt of Douglas will take over
the case against Aaron James
McKinney, 21, who is charged"
with first—degree murder, kidnap—
ping and aggravated robbery in
Shepard‘s death.
Second District Judge Jeffrey
A. Donnell was disqualified from
the case by McKinney‘s public de—
fenders Dion Custis and Jason
Tangeman on Dec. 2, following
McKinney‘s innocent plea.
Under rules reinstituted Nov.
30 by the Wyoming Supreme
Court, attorneys in criminal and
civil cases may remove a judge
without offering a reason, but
only once. Donnell signed the case
over to Voigt on Dec.3.
Voigt‘s district includes Con—
verse, Niobrara, Platte and Goshen
counties, but McKinney‘s trial
will be held in Donnell‘s Albany
County courtroom unless Voigt is
persuaded to move it. No change
of venue motion had been granted.
Russell Arthur Henderson, 21,

faces the same charges as
McKinney and also pleaded inno—
cent. Henderson‘s attorney, Wyatt
Skaggs, is fighting an attempt by
prosecutor Cal Rerucha to have the
suspects tried together.
Donnell scheduled a Dec. 10
hearing on Rerucha‘s request, but
may allow Voigt to conduct the
hearing. Rerucha has until Dec. 31
to determine whether he will seek
the death penalty.
Shepard was targeted because
he was Gay, according to testi—
mony at a Nov. 19 court hearing.
He was lured from a downtown
Laramie bar Oct. 7, bound and tied
to a rough—hewn wooden fencepost
in the foothills outside of Laramie.
The University of Wyoming fresh—
man died five days later. Shepard,
who wanted to be an ambassador,
: would have been 22 in December.
The attack prompted wide—
spread outrage, a condemnation
from President Clinton and calls
for tougher hate—crime laws.
Henderson conceived the idea
of robbing Shepard, but McKinney
was the one who struck ‘Shepard
repeatedly with the butt of a .357—
caliber Magnum, authorities said.
McKinney admitted to an inves— —
tigator that he and Henderson met
Shepard in a bar, drove off with

O

Happy
Holiday
To All!
Have
529
a
But Fun,
Holiday !

him and then told him: "Guess
what. We‘re not Gay. You‘ ve been
jacked. It‘s Gay Awareness Week."
Shepard suffered 18 head
wounds and also suffered wounds
on the inner thighs. His skull was
so badly fractured that doctors

could not operate.
The girlfriends of the two sus—
pects, Chasity Vera Pasley, 20, and
Kristen LeAnn Price, 19, were ar—
raigned Dec. 9 and pled not guilty.
Both are charged with accessory
after the fact for allegedly helping

Henderson dispose of his bloody
clothing after the attack.
Of the four suspects, only Pasley
was a University of Wyoming stu—
dent.
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Values Coalition, one of the exploitation toward others, lack
most radical anti—Gay organiza— political integrity. Liberation
tions in the country. Luckily, he politics requires an understand—
lost too. Many affluent Gays en— ing of the interconnections ofop—
The 1998 election exposed a the wishes of the majority of
dorse
conservative. economic pressed groups, especially those
for HRC, D‘Amato lost. The
fissure within the Gay/Lesbian Gays and Lesbians in New York.
policies
which threaten the well— centered around race, gender and
Gay Log Cabin Republicans en—
movement which threatens to D‘Amato was endorsed as the
being
ofthe
working class, the class. The radical right has been
dorsed Republican Matt Fong in
undermine our movemeéent‘s GOP incumbent for his recent
poor,
racial
minorities and successful in driving wedges be—
the California Senate race, even
commitment to work with other support of ENDA, the Employ—
tween oppressed groups because
women.
knowing that Fong had contrib—
civil rights groups for social jus— ment Non—Discrimination Act,
there is little understanding of:
Even
more
progressive
Gay/
uted $50,000 to the Traditional
even though his HRC scorecard
tice.
Lesbian organizations are com— the interconnecting linkage of
promising principles for finan— the oppression different groups
cial support. The Gay and Les— struggle against. We stand ready
bian Alliance Against Defama— to be divided. To leave any group
Livin 4 Woro
tion accepted a large grant from out leaves a hole for everyone‘s
Coors, whose founding family is freedoms and rights to fall
Christian Church
a strong financial supporter of through.
]. Kyle Dearen, Pastor
right—wing causes. The National Urvashi Vaid offers a set of
Gay and Lesbian Task Force ac— principles progressives should
340 N.Garlana
cepted a donation from Nike, all unite on. One is the idea of a
Merriphts. TW 38104
whose labor practices are being constitutional form of govern—
Phone 276—0877
challenged
by the labor move— ment, not a religious one. Instead
Sunday Morning
10 a.m.
ment
which
NGLTF claims to of debating the Bible with the
6 p.m.
Sunvay Evening
opponents of Gay and Lesbian
support.
%
7 p.m.
Wesmesbvay Evening
Why are Gay/Lesbian organi— rights, we should be defending
zations supporting the enemies freedom from religion as set out
of social justice and civil rights? in the First Amendment.
Are we only committed to our Another principle essential
own civil rights and not willing for liberation politics is sexual.
"And in accordance with this will of God, we
to
stand with other groups in and reproductive autonomy.
have been made holy, consecrated, and
their civil rights struggles? How Government and religion have
can we expect the support of no business controlling our sexu—
sanctified through the offering made once for —
other civil rights movements ality or reproductive lives.
all of the body of Jesus Christ"
when we will not support them? A third principle involves the
This politics of division is hurt— need for moreunderstanding of
Hebrews 10:10 AMP
ing us both in the short run and human differences. We must ad—
in the long run. We will need the dress racism, sexism, hetero—
Join us as we praise and worship
support of other civil rights sexism, as well as homophobia
Our Awsome God!
'
groups, and we should earn their and other exploitations ofhuman
support..
acs
As Urvashi Vaid pointed out A fourth principleis thatna—.
in The Advocate (Dec. 8), we tional change emerges from lo—
need to develop a long—range cal action. The struggle for civil
strategy that is guided by prin— rights must be waged at the state
ciples. Our opponents have a and local level. We cannot just
package of values: traditional— write checks to national organi—
ism, patriarchy, libertarian eco— zations in Washington and wait
1973
since
pages:
yellow
der
§ Transgen
nomics, racism and theocracy. for them to win our rights.
All editions now include a SEPARATE SECTION FOR WOME What principles can we unite on? NGLTF and the Federation of
Suzanne Pharr (In the Time of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and
U.S./CANADA: $16 postpaid: Nationwide resources including headquarters
the Right: Reflections on Libera— Transgender Statewide Political
tion, 1996) contrasts two differ— Organizations have called for a
of national organizations; publications; mail order companies, etc., plus
ent types of polities: liberation week of national action at the
complete city by city information for all the States and Provinces.
politics and thepolitics ofdomi— state level called "Equality Be—
GREATER NORTHEAST: $10 postpaid: CT, DC, DE,
f
nation. The politics of domina— gins at Home," March 21—27.
ME, MD, MA, NH, NJ, NY, OH, PA, RI, VA, VT, WV.
tion promotes the values of be— (Tennessee‘s action will be a
separate, of being elite, of rally on Sun., March 21 in Nash—
SOUTH/SOUTHERN MIDWEST: $10postpaid: AL, AR, AZ, DE, DC, FL, GA, HI, KS, KY, ing
being responsible for and to only ville on Legislative Plaza spon—
LA, MD, MO, MS, TN, NC, OK, PR, SC, TN,TX, VA, WV, U.S. Virgin Is.
a small group of people. The sored by the Lesbian & Gay Coa—
Find us at gay—friendly stores like
_
f . politics
of liberation offers the lition for Justice.)
LAMBDA RISING 800—621—6969 _
values of sharing power, democ— A final principle we should
A DIFFERENT LIGHT 800—343—4002
racy, and social and economic rally around, Urvashi Vaid ar— —
justice
for all people. It is a con— gues, is the ACT UP slogan SI—
and many others
flict between the politics of in— ‘LENCE = DEATH. There is no
For free listing application, prices,
clusion and sharing and the poli— substitutefor our participation in
tics ofexclusion and selfishness. the struggle for social justice and
mailing labels, etc., please send
We must seeks ways to bring civil rights. Our silence and non—
self—addressed stamped envelope
people
together to work on com— participation is the greatest tool
to Renaissance House,
mon
causes
across differences. of oppression our enemies have.
PO Box 533—TN, Village Stn, NY, NY 10014
The
If
all
oppressions
are connected, We have to be active voting citi—
Voice: 212—674—0120
ORIGINAL
then
so
are
the
targets
of oppres— zens who participate in the po—
Fax: 212—420—1126
LesbiGayGayTra
sion
as
well
as
the
solution
to the litical system at the local, state
yellow pages H
gayello@banet.net
oppression. Those who demand and national levels. Let us base
liberation for one cause or one our political participation on
m:llgayellowpages.com
group, but act out oppression or principles that matter.
—_by Jim Maynard,
Political Sociologist and Activist.

The Human Rights Campaign
endorsed abortion rights oppo—
nent Alfonse D‘Amato against
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was considerably lower than his
Democratic opponent Rep.
Charles Schumer.
§
Making matters even worse

The Island of Me
Commentary by Ron Akanowicz
A few months back, while driv—
ing down Jackson Avenue, I saw a
billboard that posed the question,
"Are Black men responsible for the
condition of the Black commu—
nity?"
§
I didn‘t pay attention to what
group or organization sponsored
the billboard because I was busy
pondering the answer. My first re—
action was, well, of course they are.
Then as the other half of my
Piscean brain kicked in I thought,
well, maybe they aren‘t.
As I drove on, I substituted
"Gay" for "Black" and again asked
myself the question, "Are Gay men
responsible for the condition ofthe
Gay community?"
One might argue that you could
easily answer that question by flip— .
ping a coin and backing up the toss
with real evidence, good or bad.
But the answer itself goes deeper
than a simple yes or no. The an—
swer depends on how we view our—
selves in relation to one another,
the Gay community, and society in
general.
We can see how events in soci—
ety shape and influence our move—
ment just as we can see how our

actions bring about awareness (and
hopefully change) to the culture at
large. If you ask yourself that ques—
tion, then I think it also begs an—
other question, "Do I believe that
Gay men are victims of—circum—
stance?"
If you believe that we are vic—
tims, then your answer will be "No,
we are not responsible for the con—
dition of the Gay community." We
are a people whose lives are dic—
tated by the larger culture, whose
happiness and security is influ—
enced by others, and whose pur—
pose is relegated to scant
speculation. The condition of the
Gay community is a mere by—prod—
uct of how the straight community
treats us. You can say we‘ve more
or less abdicated our power to the
mainstream.
If you do believe that Gay men
are responsible for the condition of
the Gay community, and that we‘re
not victims, then I‘d ask, "Are you
happy with what you‘ ve created?"
You see, since coming out five
years ago when I moved to Mem—
phis (I know, Lord help me), I‘ve —
seen some things that I don‘t like;
things that are just accepted as part
of our "life—style" (or lack thereof),
and I have to ask myself, "Have I

created this? Have I participated in
this?" And since I happen to be—
lieve we‘re not victims and that we
do control our destiny as individu—
als (and as a subculture) then I have
to assume some responsibility for
the condition of our community.
One example of this burden of
responsibility is how we treat rela—
tionships. Last night I was visiting
with a dear friend (and sage) who
explained that at one time he did
not believe ‘in Gay marriages. He
said that eventually he realized
some sort of recognition of the re—
lationship was important for its vi—
ability, whether it is called a
marriage, union, or whatever.
But if we as Gay men fail to re—
spect the bounds of our own rela—
tionships, how can we expect the
straight community to view them
with any seriousness? Do we dis—
respect relationships because no
one else views them as important
(so why should we)? Or does our
culture see Gay relationships with—
out merit because it sees us treat
them so carelessly?
Before I digress into my views
on Gay relationships I want to say
that this is just one area where we —
actively participate in creating the
character of our community.

act like we‘re all islands with no
connection to anyone else.
As John Donne so eloquently
stated more than 300 hundred years
ago: "No man is an island, entire
of itself... Any man‘s death dimin—
ishes me, because I am involved in

Mankind; And therefore never send
to know for whom the bell tolls; It
tolls for thee..."
Am I responsible for the condi—
tion of the Gay community in
which I live? You bet I am..

BWMT
Black and White Men Together
Box 142157
Memphis, TN 38174—2157
Phone: 256—0168
Jackson, MS BWMT
601—373—9034

GLENN A. MOORE
Broker, Owner, MBA
13 Years Experience, Memphis Native
377—1057

Lesbian and
Coalition

Gay

Sets

Meeting

The Memphis Lesbian & Gay Coalition for Justice will have a meeting Sat., Jan. 9, 1 p.m. at First Congregational Church to vote on by—
laws for the organization. Officers will be nominated in February and
elections will be held in March. In the meantime, the organization has
chosen interim officers, including co—chairs Jim Maynard and Margaret
Henkle.
For more information contact the LGCJ at P.O. Box 241363, Mem—
phis, TN 38124; email: Ige;
or visit the coalition _
web page: http://www.gaymemphis.com/lgej.

What we do shapes the charac—
ter of our community. And what we
do affects one another. And what
our culture does affects the culture
at large (and vice—versa). We‘ ve all
heard and discussed the "six de—
grees of separation" theory (2—3
degrees in the Gay community, in
my opinion) and yet sometimes we

Tuesday Night
Basketball Fun
Submitted by Bluff City Sports Association
The Bluff City Sports Association is sponsoring a night of
basketball for everyone. On Tuesday nights from Jan.5 through —
Feb. 16, the gym at Glenview Community Center will become
"our" facility for the night. Play will be held from 6 to 9 p.m.
using an "Open Gym" policy — meaning EVERYONE gets
to play. Games will be 3 on 3 half court with free substitution.
This will be strictly for fun, excercise and enjoyment. Team
won/loss records will not be kept and most teams will be
"picked up" (selected) before each game.
Glenview Community Center is located at 1411 S.
Barksdale, near S. McLean Blvd. and Lamar Ave. Immedi—
ately after going under the railroad bridge heading East on
Lamar turn right — the community center sits back off the
road and is not visible from Lamar Ave. The volleyball league
has played at this facility the past two years and the staff mem—
bers are friendly, courteous and look forward to our return.
After all the holiday parties, don‘t sit on the sofa and watch
TV — get out and have some fun! You might meet someone
who wants to "score" with you.
For more information call 374—9787.
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Homosexuality Stirs Margins of World Council of Churches Assembly —
By Richard N Ostling
AP Religion Writer
HARARE, Zimbabwe (AP) —
The issues of homosexual libera—
_tion and abortion hovered at the
margins of the World Council of
Churches assembly Dec. 7.
Both issues could complicate an
already worsening split in the WCC
between the Orthodox churches
and the Western liberal wing of
Protestantism. The two camps are
diametrically opposed on these
matters, and thus the WCC has re—
fused to take a position.
But during the assembly, the
WCC was staging a weeklong
"padare" — the term for "meeting
place" in Zimbabwe‘s Shona lan—
guage — in which church—related
groups were offering hundreds of
workshops. And 11 of the presen—
tations, including three on open—
ing day, were promoting liberal
views on homosexuality.
No workshop was advocating
the— traditional Christian teaching
against same—sex practices.
Homosexual activists and their

thodox ethos."
dox, the statement added that there
Rev. Elisabeth Wolf of Frankfurt,
The first three WCC workshops
was "divided opinion" and that
Germany, who was ordained by a
on Gay and Lesbian issues were
"for some women and men in our
regional unit of the Evangelical
sponsored by the Metropolitan
midst the issue has no legitimacy."
Church in Germany although she‘s
Community Churches, a U.S. de—
The Orthodox women accepted
an avowed Lesbian. Wolf said she
nomination for homosexuals with
that compromise wording, but
came out as a Lesbian while study—
headquarters in Los Angeles; Ur—
were upset when the women‘s
ing on a WCC scholarship at New
ban—Rural Mission (USA), a social
statement said churches should call
York‘s Union Theological Semi—
justice group based in Durham,
for laws to protect women‘s rights,
nary.
N. C.; and the International Global
including "reproductive rights."
The day‘s other developments
Lesbian Network of Geinhausen,
The Orthodox considered that to
included a second harsh assembly
be a code for the right to choose — Germany.
intervention from the Russian Or—
Other events later in the week
abortion.
thodox
delegation.
Father
were under the auspices of the Re—
A WCC spokeswoman said it
Vsevolod Chaplin said Western
formed Churches in the Nether—
Christians had moved away from
could be read that way, or as a ref—
lands, the European Forum of the Orthodox by promoting ordi—
erence to contraception.
Lesbian and Gay Christian Groups,
A protest on behalf of the Or—
nation of women and inclusive lan—
Germany‘s Lesbians and the
thodox women was written by
guage in worship, "which I
Church, and the United Church of
Prassas and Anne Glynn Mackoul
personally regard as blasphemy."
Canada. The assembly concluded
of the U.S. Antiochian archdio—
He said "radical feminism is
on Dec. 14.
humanism and alien to true Chris—
cese, a lawyer. Mackoul read the
Among the speakers at the Les—
protest from the floor, declaring
tianity. It should not be a common
bian network presentation was the
agenda for us."
that Orthodox women did not want
the assembly to think that they af—
firmed the letter or thatit reflected
*
true consensus.
:
She complained that the "devel—
FOR GREAT \&
~>
ENTERTAINMENT AND DANCING
*
opment of theological positions
stemming from contemporary po—
litical issues is foreign to the Or—
"CUM PARTY WITH US"

heterosexual supporters want the
WCC assembly to authorize a
seven—year study of human sexu—
ality. There could be lively debate
if such a proposal reaches the as—
sembly floor.
That topic seemed irrelevant for
African and Asian speakers, who
made fervent appeals during the
women‘s discussion concerning
the debt burden of developing na—
tions and discrimination against the
Dalit ("untouchables") and Chris—
tians of India.
The Gay and Lesbian issue had
threatened to divide a pre—assem—
bly WCC women‘s festival. Les:
bians at the festival clashed with
Orthodox women including
Despina Prassas of America‘s
Greek Orthodox Archdiocese, a
doctoral student in theology.
A statement from the women‘s
festival that was presented to the
WCC assembly stated that "human
sexuality in all of its diversity
emerged with particular signifi—
cance" during a decade of— WCC
emphasis on women‘s issues. But
due to Prassas and the other Ortho—

851 Island Road
Crossover
Socal

Episcopalians

Columbus, MS

Reject

601—327—0942

Cabaret and Disco
Canterbury Resolution on
RIVERSIDE, Calif. (AP) —
Southern California Episcopalians
voted to oppose a resolution by the
world‘s Anglican bishops that es—
sentially condemned homosexual—
ity.
The 203—105 vote Dec. 5 by del—
egates of the Los Angeles Episco—
pal Diocese was one of the first
official reactions by U.S. Episco—
palians to the position taken by
Anglican bishops during their
once—a—decade world conference in
Canterbury, England.
The world‘s—Anglican bishops
had voted 526—70 in August to op—
pose the ordination of practicing
Gays, saying homosexuality was
"incompatible with Scripture."
The Los Angeles diocese vote
came after lobbying by tradition—
alists and Gay—rights advocates. It _
also included an unexpectedly
strong statement by the diocese‘s
bishop, the Right Rev. Frederick H.
Borsch, in which he disavowed the
Canterbury resolution.
"We would be remiss not to lis—
ten with care to our brother and sis—
ter bishops from around the world,"
Borsch said, "but in my view they
would need to ‘gain considerably
more pastoral experience and en—
gage in more thoughtful study and
Christian conversations before I
could regard them as well informed
and wholly guided by the Holy
Spirit on this issue."
Borsch was one of the 70 bish—
ops who voted against the Canter—
bury resolution.
Traditionalists and others op—
posed to same—sex unions were an—
gered by Borsch‘s remarks, which

they said suggested that bishops
from Third World countries needed
to be better educated.
"They were condescending and
racist," said the Rev. Darry Lee of
St. Mark‘s Church in Glendale.
In the 85,000—member Los An—
geles diocese — composed of Los
Angeles, Orange, Ventura, River—

Gays
side, San Bernardino and Santa
Barbara counties — priests have
been blessing same—sex unions for
10 years without waiting for ap—
proval from the national church.
Bishops have also been ordain—
ing non—celibate Gay men and Les—
bians.

(*

Spiritual Resources
in the Memphis Area

Calvary Episcopal Church — 525—6602
First Congregational Church — 278—6785
First United Methodist Church — 527—8362
Holy Trinity Community Church — 320—9376
Idlewild Presbyterian Church — 726—4681
Living Word Christian Church — 276—0577
Memphis Friends Meeting — 323—3196
Neshoba Unitarian Universalist Church — 756—5433
Prescott Memorial Baptist Church — 327—8479
Safe Harbor MCC — 458—0501

Serving CGW
for 5 years! Please call me
twhen you are ready to sell
or to parchase a home. 7
waut to be gour real estate
counectiou.
Thanks!

Steve lomon

St. John‘s United Methodist Church — 276—4104
St. Patrick Catholic Church — 527—2542
St. Therese Catholic Church — 276—1312
Unitarian Church of the River — 526—8631
Unity Church (Kirby Rd.) — 754—4241
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Ban on

,
Extracurricular Clubs, Aimed at Gays

By Kristen Moulton
Associated Press Writer
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) —
Three years after the school board
axed extracurricular clubs to get rid
of a Gay students group, the target

of the ban is thriving and East High
School, where the Gay—Straight
Alliance so unsettled assorted of—
ficials, is hurting.
Dozens of clubs disbanded, in—
cluding Students Against Drunk
Driving, the Crazy E pep club,

SUSAN
MACKENZIE
Attorney At Law

Suite 2518
100 N. Main Street
Memphis, Tennessee 38103
901—526—0809

§

and Caterers

GYROS « MUFFULETTA

Young Republicans and Young
Democrats, and several that pro—
moted ethnic awareness, as well as
groups that celebrated Bart
Simpson, UFOs and the joys of
eating beef.
School spirit has evaporated,
students socialize less, and class
and racial rifts are deeper than be—
fore, say students and teachers.
People don‘t care about school
anymore," said cheerleader Chris
Trindel.
"It‘ s been a disaster," said Scott
Nelson, a social studies and history
teacher. "There‘s more to educa—
tion than just the curriculum...
There‘s a certain social element."
The turmoil began in 1995 with
a student request for school sanc—
tion of a support group for homo—
sexual teens, the Gay—Straight
Alliance. The conservative state
Legislature quickly lined up in op—
position and began a contentious
period of hearings that culminated
in spring 1996 with passage of a
bill banning school clubs that en—
courage criminal or delinquent
conduct, bigotry or sexual behav—
ior.
The bill was eventually incor—
porated into State Board of Edu—
cation rules approved the
following winter.
But the Salt Lake School Board
wasn‘t waiting for state guidance.
Advised that federal law prohibits
schools from discriminating
against clubs on the basis of un—
popular ideas they espouse, but
unwilling to stomach the Gay—
‘Straight Alliance, the board in Feb—
— ruary 1996 banished all clubs not
linked to academic studies in the
city‘s four high schools.
Civil libertarians and hundreds

Hurting Other Students

of high school students — only a
few of them Gay — marched on
the Statehouse in a doomed attempt
to save their extracurricular clubs.
The Gay—Straight Alliance sur—
vived because it had the guidance
and support of the politically savvy
Gay Lesbian Straight Education
Network, a national Gay—rights
group.
Now, under sponsorship of
GLSEN, the alliance meets as a
community group and pays $6 an
hour to rent an East High classroom
one afternoon a week.
The Key Club, a civic—service
group sponsored by the adult
Kiwanis Club organization, is the
only other extracurricular club to
have gone the "community group"
route and rented meeting space at
East High.
Other clubs died for lack of
adult volunteers and the money to
pay rent and insurance premiums.
The few groups still allowed —
science, math and language clubs,
along with athletic, debate and
drama teams — attract mostly col—
lege—bound students. According to
science teacher Camille Lee, the
students hurt the most are those
with tenuous after—school links to
the school.
Clubs like Polynesian Pride and
the Aztec Club for Latinos used to
be a big part of ethnic students‘
_ school lives: "Now they‘re part of
nothing," Lee said.
"A lot of the education in this
school has been lost," she said.
Without the public evidence of sup—
port for minorities that the ethnic
groups helped provide, she said,
"the kids get the message that it‘s
OK to discriminate."
Ivy Fox, an alliance member

and instigator of a petition cam—
paign this fall that failed to per—
suade the school board to
reconsider its ban, said clubs used
to be a way for loners to make
friends.
8
"You see a lot of students roam—
ing through the halls alone. They —
have nobody to sit with at lunch,"
said Fox, a junior and one ofthree
alliance members who have filed
a federal civil rights lawsuit
against the district.
Senior Andrew Perkins said
he‘s bitter over lost opportunities.
He had hoped to get clubs going
for Democrats, environmentalists,
even wooden sword fighting.
"It ruined a lot of things I
wanted to do in high school,"
Perkins said.
Many seniors worry that col—
leges will snub them in favor of
students from schools with an ar—
ray of activities.
"The books all say colleges
look at your GPA, your SAT
(score) and your extracurricular
activities," said senior Ann Lynch.
"It‘s hard to fill out that last cat—
egory on your own."
The president of the school
board, Karen Derrick, said she fa—
vored reconsideration of the club
ban in light of the state policy in—
stituted last January. But she was
voted down in October, partly be—
cause board members wanted to
wait until the lawsuit is resolved.
By that time, the only students
who remember the extracurricular
clubs at Salt Lake‘s high schools
—— the seniors — will likely have
mama
graduated.
Said Lee, the science teacher:
"The students in general don‘ t know
what they‘re missing anymore."

ITALIANDELI SUBS

Wrongful
Former Denny‘s Waiter Loses
Simplythe best DELIin town!

FREE

DELIVERY*

1}

Three Locations to Serve You

Cermantown
7716 Poplar Ave.
© 757—1212
fax 756—5881

3727 S. Mendenhall
© 362—2989
fax 362—2805

Memphis
3003 Airways Blvd.
© 396—1969
fax 396—2100
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Germantown \*==
Village Square Mall
Poplar Ave.

Most Major Credit Cards Accepted
*Call for Details
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Termination Lawsuit

justified in firing Hardin because
he violated the company‘s strict
anti—discrimination policy.
Co—workers testified that
Hardin often used racial slurs and
refused to serve African—Ameri—
cans and Hispanics.
"We applaud the jury‘s rejec—
tion of Mr. Hardin‘s highly publi—
cized, frivolous allegations,"
John
Denny‘s — President
Romandetti said. "This verdict
supports our strong stand against
discrimination of any kind."
An anti—discrimination policy
was put in place at Denny‘s res—
taurants several years ago after
several minorities sued the com—
—
<
— pany because some managers had
discriminated against some ethnic
_.Greenwood :
groups.
The policy prohibits discrimi—
Hollow Ridge
nation against customers or em—
ployees because of race, color,
Ozark Bed & Breakfast
religion, sexual preference or age.
Exclusive Resort for Men & Women
said the company also
es
Randall
Hot Tub e Country Club Privileg
s to explain the
seminar
72632
AR
holds
Springs,
Rt. 4, Box 155 e Eureka
policy to managers and employees.
(501) 253—5283

SAN DIEGO (AP) — A former
Denny‘s waiter who claimed he
was fired because he was Gay and
has the AIDS virus has lost his law—
suit against the restaurant chain.
After a three—week trial and
three days of deliberations, a San
Diego Superior Court jury Nov. 24
found that Gary Hardin, 48, was not
wrongfully terminated or discrimi—
nated against when he was fired in
August 1997. .
Hardin of San Diego asked the
jury for $3 million. While the jury

found in favor of Denny‘s, the jury
awarded Hardin $16,029 because
the panel believed.the company did
not fully explain to Hardin why he
was fired. The amount represents
what Hardin would have earned in
one year with the restaurant chain.
Hardin, who had worked for
Denny‘s for seven years, did not
comment to reporters after the ver—
dict.
Denny‘s spokeswoman Karen
Randall said the decision shows the
South Carolina—based chain was
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Miami—Dade Brings Back Gay Rights Ordinance After 21
By Rachel La Corte
Associated Press Writer _
MIAMI (AP) — As members of
the Christian Coalition prayed
nearby, Miami—Dade County com—
missioners voted to ban‘ discrimi—
nation against Gays with an
ordinance similar to one tossed out
21 years ago after pressure from
conservatives spearheaded by
Anita Bryant.
After more thar four hours of
public comment, the commission—
ers voted 7—6 Dec. 1 to approve a
law barring discrimination against
homosexuals in housing and the
workplace.
F

Commissioners debated for
about 20 minutes before approving
the measure.
"Oppression in the name of re—
ligion is a time—honored tradition,"
said Commissioner Katy Sorenson,
who reintroduced the issue. "I‘m
sorry that people are fearful. Those
fears are usually based on igno—
rance."
;
The county previously prohib—
ited discrimination based on race,
color, religion, ancestry, national
origin, gender, pregnancy, age, dis—

ability, marital status or familial
status. The new ordinance adds the
words sexual orientation.
_ The law doesn‘t apply to com—
panies with fewer than five em—
ployees, rental buildings with
fewer than four units, people who
rent or sell by word of mouth, not—
for—profit religious affiliated
groups or religious groups.
More than 300 demonstrators
gathered outside the downtown
building where the commission
meets, and members of the Chris—

tian‘ Coalition dropped to their Bryant Theater in Branson, Mo.,
knees to pray. Opponents and sup— _ was not returned.
Supporters ofthe ordinance car—
porters were separated by a metal
ried signs reading "We are Chris—
railing.
"We‘re taking a stand for righ— tian, too" and "God loves everyone,
teousness," said Pieter Swart, a even if you‘re straight." They
member of the Miami—Dade shouted "Preach love, not hate."
"I‘m Gay and I do not deserve
County Christian Coalition. "We
already have equal rights. We‘re special rights, but I do deserve
talking about special rights for an equal rights," said Richard
Sherman of the Gay rights group
abomination, a sin."
Ms. Bryant no longer lives in SAVE Dade. "Today, I‘m pro—
Florida. A message left on the an— tected."
swering machine at the Anita

Mutual of Omaha Caps on AIDS
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challenged
Mutualfor ofHIV—related
Omaha‘s
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sion doesn‘t end the case. deci—
Spirituality

The measure is much like one
torpedoed in 1977 by Ms. Bryant,
a former beauty queen and singer
whose Save Our Children group led
a highly publicized appeal. The
county was one of the first munici—
palities in the nation to protect Gay
rights — and was one of the first
where such a measure was re—
pealed.
After the: commission‘s deci—
sion, opponents of the measure said
they fear other governments also
may extend similar rights to homo—
sexuals.
Ralf Stores, director and presi—
dent of Family First Ministries, said
"what homosexuals are after is a
governmental seal of approval."
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ofstatement
the goods
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Sawyer argued that
although the
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Years

Speeds AIDS Progression
study, said one of these accelera—
By Paul Recer _
tor variations has now been identi—
AP Science Writer»
fied.
£. *
WASHINGTON (AP) — Primary credit tor the discovery,.
Genes that in most people slow the said O*Brien, should go to Mary P.
progression of an AIDS virus in— Martin and Mary Carrington, lead—
fection have some variations that *=ers of an HIV research team at the
actually accelerate the disease, re— federal cancer center.
O‘Brien said about 10 percent
searchers report.
f
to 15 percent of all HIV patients
In a study published in thejour— progress
raprdly to AIDS, an ad—
nal Science, National Institutes of
Health researchers report that a vanced stage of HIV infection. Of
gene variation called CCRSPI1 al— these rapid progressors, he said, 10
lows HIV, the virus that causes percent to 17 percent have two cop—
ies of the CCRSP 1 gene variation.
AIDS, to spread rapidly.
Researchers earlier found four
separate genes, called CCR5, SDF,
CCRSP and CCR2, that actto slow
the progression ofHIV by prevent—
ing the virus from invading cells.
Further studies, however, found
that each of these genes has varia—
tions that actually accelerate the
disease. Dr. Stephen J. O‘Brien of
the National Cancer Institute in
Frederick, Md., co—author of the

ADA allows insurance companies —
to charge different premiums for
different levels of risk, it doesn‘t
allow the industry to show bias
against medical conditions like
HIV and AIDS.
"They certainly did not intend
to allow the insurance companies
to engage in blatant discrimina—
tion," Sawyer said.
The ruling was an injunctive
claim, meaning no monetary com—
pensation was sought or awarded
to the plaintiffs.
"The only thing the plaintiffs
wanted was relief from the cap,"
Sawyer said.
According to Sawyer, Smllh
was diagnosed with HIV four years
after he purchased a policy from
Mutual of Omaha.
She said Doe‘s original insur—
ance company, with which he had
purchased a health policy that cov—
ered HIV— and AIDS —related medi—
cal expenses, was bought by
Mutual of Omaha a few years ago.

Varlatlon
Researchers hope to identify all
the other gene variations involved
in both the rapid acceleration of
HIV and in the slow progress ofthe
disease. This will help in the de—
sign and testing of vaccines that
would protect against infection by
HIV, said O‘ Brien.
"We would like to develop vac—
cines that imitate what the protect
genes do," said O‘ Brien. But to ac—
complish this, he said, the research—
ers also need to identify the gene
variations that actually speed up the
disease.

' Qqeer
Science
by Dr.. Simon LeVay
See page30 —

New Study Debunks the Myth of Gay Wealth

~

WASHINGTON, DC —A
new study resoundingly de—

port was authored by M.V. Lee
Badgett, Ph.D., professor of

"The evidence from many
different scientifically sound

bunks widely held beliefs about
the economic status of Gay, Les—

economics at the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst and

data sources points to the same
clear conclusion: Gay, Lesbian

bian and bisexual (GLB) people.
Contrary to what has become

executive director of IGLSS.

and bisexual people do not earn

the conventional wisdom on the

Income Inflation is a startling
study of the economic status of

more than heterosexual people,
either as individuals or as
couples," reported Badgett.

subject, Gay, Lesbian and bi—

a frequently stereotyped popu—

sexual people do not earn more

lation of Americans. Badgett ex—

"Some GLB people are poor,

than heterosexual people. In

plores the pervasive and inaccu—

some are rich, and most are in

fact, they may even earn less.

rate notion that GLB people

the middle; just as heterosexual

Income Inflation: The Myth

form an economic elite, insu—

people are. Now that we have

of Affluence Among Gay, Les—

lated from discrimination by

credible data, we can stop rely—

bian, and Bisexual Americans
was released by the Policy In—

their wealth and disconnected
from society at large by a spe—

stitute of the National Gay and

cial, privileged status. After ex—

ing on flawed studies that were
designed to find high income
Gay people.

Lesbian Task Force and the In—

amining data from seven differ—

stitute for Gay and Lesbian Stra—
tegic Studies (IGLSS). The re—

ent surveys, she finds that none
support this stereotype.

Right—wing organizations
and individuals perpetuate and
regularly exploit the myth of

Oregon Appeals Court Ruling

Bans Job

Discrimination Against Gays
By Charles E Beggs
Associated Press Writer
SALEM, Ore. (AP) — An
Oregon appeals court has done
what state lawmakers have been
unable to do for years — ban
discrimination against homo—
sexuals in the workplace.

‘efits to the unmarried partners

are not made available on equal

of its homosexual employees"

terms. They are made available

violated the equal protection

on terms that, for Gay and Les—

provisions of the Oregon Con—

bian couples, are a legal impos—

stitution, the three—judge panel

sibility," the court said.

of the Oregon Court of Appeals
ruled.

The court concluded that ho—
mosexuals are a distinct class
and that it is beyond dispute that
they "have been and continue

The court turned aside the
university‘s argument that it

Ruling in a case brought by

made benefits available on

to be the subject of adverse so—

three Lesbians seeking domes—
tic—partner benefits, the appel—

equal terms to all married em—

cial and political stereotyping

ployees. The judges said that

and prejudice" in a state where
the constitution requires all

late court is the first in the na—
tion to interpret a state constitu—
tion as requiring a ban on job
discrimination based on sexual

reasoning. misses the point be—
cause homosexuals cannot
marry.

Gay wealth to bolster their at—
tacks against the Gay, Lesbian,
bisexual and transgender com—
munity. The myth is so perva—
sive and accepted that even Su—

preme Court Justice Antonin
Scalia injected it into the dis—
senting opinion in the Colorado
Amendment Two case.

MemphisGay & :
Lesbian

_

-

Switchboard
324—4297
24 Hours a Day
_ Live Operators
Nightly 7:30 — 11 p.m.
Computer Voice—Mail Information |
at other times
Information, Counseling,
Referral
A service of the Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community
Center, a non—profit, federally tax—exempt organization.

"privileges or immunities" to be
granted equally to all citizens.

"Accordingly, the benefits

orientation. Ten other states also
have such a ban, but it came
from their legislatures.
"This tells Oregonians that
discrimination based on sexual

Solution to

orientation in employment, pub—
lic and private, is illegal,"

Gay and Lesbian

Deputy Attorney General David
Schuman said.
Oregon Gay rights advocates

Crossword
Puzzle on page 33

A SUPPORT GROUP FoR

had tried and failed since 1975
to get anti—discrimination legis—
lation passed in the Capitol.
The ruling requires the state
to provide benefits to same—sex
domestic partners of its employ—
ees and to the thousands of
teachers, police officers and oth—
ers who work for local govern—
ments. Private employers were
not specifically required under
the ruling to provide those ben—
efits.
Three Lesbian employees at
— Oregon Health Sciences Uni—
versity had sued to get the ben—
efits for their domestic partners.
The university and the state vol—
untarily began providing the
benefits last June, but the court
nailed that down as an obliga—
tion on Dec. 9.
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These sessions will provide time for
womin to gather and share concerns about
Self, Relationships and Spinituality
in a supportive and affirming environment.
2nd and 4th Mondays of Every Month
6:15 — 7:30 PM
Fee: $15.00
Daytime group available...please call.
Fully Alive!
A Center for Personal Enrichment
Individual, Group and Couples Therapy
Susan Taranto, MPS and Carol Schlicksup, MA
2701 Union Ext. Suite 504 901—323—2078
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11pm

A Service of the

No Politics — Just Fun
Call

__

Staffed Nightly

Community

2865Walnut Grove Road* 901—458—9955
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Center
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PLAYHOUSE ON THE SQUARE

The Circuit Playhouse
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More
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& 6pm
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Sent %
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* Catholic Mass with
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* Living Word Christian
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Church, 7pm
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Hol

13

Study NOY
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Trinity
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More
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Lobby at the White House for Consideration of the
Problems of GLBT Old People
f
"the public, for now, learn about issues of aging such as who are feeling healthy once again
apply for,
to allourthefamilies
activitiesarewe often
need although
The
White
House
staged
a
first—
seems
not
yet
ready to define same— economic anxiety, poverty, health should be able to return to the work
them
on Social
Security
sex unions as marriage ... public care, housing, and employment. force and end their reliance on pub—
deprived
of
the
rights
and
privi—
in9,everconference
Washington,
DC
on
Dec.
8
and
opinion polls clearly show grow— Lobel also said, "We must also ap— lic assistance. However, many
thatopposite—sex
couplesinclud—
and ing
andGayrepresentatives
of theForce
Na— leges
support for granting Gay and preciate that for old GLBT people, people with HIV can not take ad—
theirfamilies
can
receive,"
tional
and
Lesbian
Task
Lesbian
people the benefits of mar— these struggles are compounded by vantage of their restored health
ing
inheritance,
hospital
visitation,
(NGLTF)
and
the
Human
Rights
riage
that
heterosexual couples en— the homophobia that exists in so— because by returning to work they
powerofattorney,
employee
health
— Campaign
(HRC)policyweremakers
amongin240at— benefits, housing, and social secu— joy. In 1996,
for example, 46% of cial service organizations that as— risk losing the Medicaid and Medi—
advocates
and
voters favored granting social se— sume their= clients to be care coverage they gained through
rity
benefits
for
survivors.
Lobel
tendance.
While
government
sup—
curity benefits to Gay and Lesbian heterosexual. In the coming year, their eligibility for cash assistance.
noted that,
"We encounter
these
port
programs
forlesbiGay
the elderlyactivism
have issues
partners.. In 1998, that figure NGLTF‘s Policy Institute will be If they lose comprehensive insur—
increasingly
as
we
age
be—
been
an
area
of
jumped to 57%. We would hope releasing a new report, "Outing ance coverage, they lose access to
cause
we
may
rely
more
and
more
inZealand
Australia,
Canada
and
New
a discussion of Social Security Age, A Working Paper on Policy the life—saving therapies that keep
onor make
our families
tofortakeus.careAlso,ofweus that
for
some
time,
it‘s
a
rela—
reform
would consider expanding Issues Facing Old Gay, Lesbian, them healthy in the first place.
decisions
tively newciviltopicrightsfor movement
the Gay andin may seekmore and more help from the definition
of ‘survivor‘ to en— Bisexual and Transgender People." Social Security reform should ad—
Lesbian
compass non—traditional relation—
governmentalof family
programsthat that
use
HRC also took up the issue of dress this catch—22 for people with
theBoth
U.S. NGLTF and HRC raised definitions
ships."
exclude
Social Security disability benefits HIV disease and other disabling
specifically called on as they impact people with HIV conditions." HRC noted that if
us." In fact,Actthespecifically
1996 Defense
of theNGLTF
the issue ofrecognition
ofGay
and Marriage
Lesbian, Gay, bisexual, and and AIDS. "Recently, new treat— only 1% of those now receiving
prohib—
Lesbian
relationships.
NGLTF
transgendered community to work ments have led to dramatic im— disability payments became suc—
its recognitionin alloffederal
same—gender
executive
director
Kerry
Lobel
on overcoming their agism, to "take provements in the health of many cessfully employed, it would save
partnerships
govern—
said,
"The
lack
oflegal
recognition
up the struggle of carving out a (although certainly not all) people some $3.5—billion over the course
ment
regulations.
forall GLBT
our familypeoplebondsmustis aface.
difficulty
place for GLBT old people" and to living with HIV. In theory, those of their working lives.
HRC‘s
statement
noted
that,
"A
Be—
dialogue
on SocialtheSecu—
cause
peoplemarry,
of the same
sex can— national
rity
reform
should
address
defi—a Clinton Observes Human Rights Day
not
legally
and
domestic
nition
of
‘survivor‘
when
partnership
policies
are
not
avail—
able everywhere and do not always beneficiary dies." HRC noted that In a lengthy address on Dec. 10 as revealed in her posthumously
NGLTF & HRC

MASSAGE

N”?
NATIONALLYCERTIFIEDMASSAGETHERAPIST
GENTLE,
RELAXING
FULL BODY MASSAGE
761—7977
OPEN
1
@&Y~~

IN/OUT CALLS
GIFT CERTIFICATES

observing the 50th anniversary of
the adoption of the Universal Dec—
laration of Human Rights by the
United Nations, U.S. President Bill
Clinton mentioned something the
Declaration does not: the civil
rights of Gays and Lesbians. He
was in Washington, DC presenting
the first Eleanor Roosevelt Awards
for Human Rights.
Roosevelt was the instigator of
the Declaration, and also a Lesbian,

published letters to journalist
Lorena Hickock.
After discussing four interna—
tional human rights initiatives by
the U.S., Clinton said, "Finally, I‘d
like—to repeat my support for two
top legislative priorities —— an Em—
ployment Non—Discrimination Act
that would ban discrimination
against Gays and Lesbians in the
workplace, and a Hate Crimes Pre—
vention Act. Last year, the entire

by
Sermon Mentioning Gay Ex—husband
SPARTA,church
N.J. has(AP)agreed
— Anto mons urging tolerance—ofher Gay
‘Episcopal
ex—husband.
f sued St.
pay
$42,500
to
a
woman
who
ac—
Karen
Scott
of
Sparta
cused
her Mary‘s Episcopal Church and its
and hera pastor
family ofwhenhumiliating
he gave ser—
former pastor, the Rev. John
Church Pays Ex—wife Humiliated

Merry Christmas & Happy New Year

1A!“

7 Days

LORENZ

1528 MADISON
2748272

Happy Hour til 8°" Every Day
*1" Longnecks til 8""
©1"" Longnecks til Midnite:

/ Days
Every Week
Excluding Holidays

Sat., Dec. 25" Christmas Buffet

fri. 31" New Year‘s Bash

Stop In and Enjoy a Holiday Feast

Join Us for Food & Champagne &

with All the JTrimmings
Gifts & Prizes All Day & Nite
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nation was outraged by the brutal
killings of Matthew Shepard, a
young Gay student in Wyoming;
and James Byrd, an African—
American in Texas. All Americans
are entitled to the same respect and
legal protection, no matter their
race, their gender, their sexual ori—
entation. I agree with something
President
Truman once said, ‘When I say
Americans, I mean all Americans.""

Party til It‘s 1999! Early Morning
New Year‘s Breakfast Buffet

Nieman, for his public chastising
of parishioners who wanted
Scott‘s former husband, the
church‘s choirmaster, to be more
discreet about his homosexuality.
Scott‘s ex—husband was hired
by St. Mary‘s in 1982. The couple
divorced in 1992 after the hus—
band acknowledged he was ac—
tively homosexual, according to
the lawsuit.
— The former husband then in—
vited his male companion to at—
tend services at the church,
distressing the Seotts‘ 15—year—
old son, according to the com—
plaint.
A former church rector per—
suaded the choirmaster to use
"proper discretion" in church. But
after Nieman arrived in 1994,
Scott‘s former husband again
brought his companion to ser—
vices.
; During this time Nieman took
to the pulpit before the congre—
‘ gation and, using the names ofthe
people involved, criticized those
in his flock who wanted the choir—
master to be discreet.
In settling the lawsuit, the
church admitted no wrongdoing.
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Town

Of 450 Passes

By SethPress
HettenaWriter
Associated
MILLINGTON,
Md. (AP)Shore—
Nocommunity
one in thisnoticed
tiny Eastern
there —wereuntilno
laws
regulating
paradés
aplanning
young man
announced
he Gay
was
one
to
promote
pride.When the :fire company cel—
ebrated itsthere25thwereanniversary
in
August,
no
forms
to
fillBut out,
noRickyinsurance
required.
after
Everett
proposed
hismarch,
town
officials
adopted
a six—page,
14—part
ordinance.
Everett,
21,ofthis
has reminded
the
450
residents
Kent
County
town thethatrightthe toConstitution
pro—
tects
peaceful
assem—
Butminister.
that doesn‘t sit well with
ably.local
"Thisto occur
ordinance
willconsid—
allow
things
that
God
ers anScott
abomination,"
said the
Rev.
Kreh
of
Millington
Evangelical
Christian numbers
Church,
whose
congregation
around
30.town‘s
" part—time mayor,
—R. The
Dennis
Hager,
and other
resi—
dents
say
the
issue
has
been
blownsuggest
way outthatof Everett
proportion.
They
is a
dreamer with grand visions who

Fellowing Request For Gay Pride
"Thisoutwhole
thing‘s been
who operates
the Millington
preme
Court
ruling
made
it
un—
blown
of
proportion,"
said
Pharmacy,
said
Krehjust
doesn‘t
constitutional
for atocityobtain
to require
Faye
Everett,
who
runs
the
understand
"this
Ricky
thing."
parade
organizers
insur—
Hickory
Lane
Farm
store
and
Hager soul"
says whoEverett
is
a
ance."The law is very clear," Jeon "troubled
isn‘tEverett
relatedheldto aRicky
Everett.vigil
needs help
candlelight
is
relishing
the
attention
the
said.Hager said that while the and
beforeonetheother
councilpersonmeeting,
buta
issue"Ifhasyoubrought
him.seriously, only
carried
takehim
town‘s
parade
ordinance
was
withthough
him. he‘s Gay, he‘s
gotpeople
trouble,"
Hagersaysaid.it‘s candle
based
on that ofChestertown,
the you‘ve
"Even
Many
in
town
Kent
County
seat,
parts
of
it
du—
still
a person,"‘
saidtheJohnrightsRush,
hard"People
to take who
Everettknowseriously.
plicate
theMillington‘s
state‘s paradepermit
14.
"He
should
have
ev—
him
just
because
two
main
erybody
else
has."
turn
a
deaf
ear,"
resident
Marge
streets
aresaidstatetheroads.
Jordan said.
Jeon
ACLU would
discuss
any
inconsistencies
in
the
law withgoingtowntoofficials,
hoping to
avoid
court.
Butis toowhile
Everett
thinksthinks
the
Sheridan Lambe, Lcsw
law
strict,
Rev.
Kreh
Joyce Schimenti, Lcsw
it‘s"We
too lax.
_
are that
not in will
favor ofany
or—
dinance
promote
Specializing in
unbiblical
behavior,"
KrehScripture
said in
aandstatement
that
quoted
calledof homosexuality
"a per— ¥ Relationship Counseling
version
God‘s
created
order."
He tointended
tomembers
read thebefore
state— ¥ Grief Counseling
ment
council
¥ Depression/Anxiety Counseling
their
vote
on
the
ordinance,
but
theAtmayor
closedpublic
debate.hearings,
two
earlier
6263 Poplar Ave ¥ Suite 605
Kreh
called
for
an
ordinance
lim—
901—761—9178
iting permission
toorganizations.
march to es—
tablished
local
ThatHager,
proposala genial
was rejected.
Southerner

Parade Law

should
notEverett,
be takenwhotoo claims
seriously.to
But
have
sufferednames,
verbalsaysthreats
and
been
called
he
plans
tomarch
invitethrough
thousands
of peoplequietto
Millington‘s
streets
ondefinitely
Aug. 28,going
1999.through
"I‘m
with
this," he said. "It‘s going to
happen."
townhiscoun—
cilrade,The
saysasthree—member
Everett
can
have
pa—the
long
as
he
follows
ordinanceTown
that officials
was passedspentunani—
mously.
four
months
studying
the
issue
after
Everett
announced E his plans last
spring.
"We Councilwoman
don‘t make anyMaryland
judg—
ments,"
Massey
said.other things, the mea—
Among
sure
requires
parade
organizersputto
pay
a
$10
fee,
get
insurance,
down
a $200fordeposit
forcontrol
cleanupin
and
provide
traffic
a town
without
athepolice
officer.is
Everett
said
ordinance
unfairly aimed
atthehim.fireHecompany
was in—
‘furiated
when
was allowedhomesto march
pasthaving
the
Victorian
without
to abide
by any
suchan attorney
rules. for
Deborah
Jeon,
the
Union,American
said that Civil
a 1992Liberties
U.S. Su—

Rejoice!
4Love came down at Christmas, love all lovely, love divine; love was horn at —
Christmas; star and angels gave the Sign. Love shall be our token; love be yours
and love be mine; love to God and twig/Liar, Loveforplea and gift and sign. +

Welcome Christ this holiday and rejoice with us!
Sunday Service:
:
t
11:00 a.m. Morning Worship andHoly Communion
Midweek Service:
Wednesday, 7:00 p.m.

Christmas Eve Candlelight andCarolService:
Thursday, Dec. 24, 11:00p.m.
Holy Trinity Community Church

3430 Summer ‘Ave,.
320—9376
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Sad to say... Viagra‘s launch
last April was the most success— —
ful in prescription drug history,
but sales have declined. I wonder
if the 69 men who died after tak—
ing the miracle drug had anything
to do with it. Gives a whole new
meaning to the term "lucky stiff."
Happy to hear... This is plain
ol‘ bizarre. Viagra‘s manufac—
turer, Pfizer, has hired — get this
— former senator and Republi—
can presidential candidate Bob
Dole to be their pitchman. It
won‘t work though — everyone
knows since this impeachment
stuff started up that Republicans
don‘t have sex. Who would have
thunk that Dole would be ‘gettin‘
any‘ and Clinton wouldn‘t.
Speaking of impeachment...
Sad to say... I am terribly dis—
turbed by the events surrounding
the possible impeachment of
President Clinton. As of this writ—
ing, there are four counts of im—
peachment pertaining to perjury,
obstruction of justice and abuse
of power. There are too many is—
sues on this subject to write about
here, but I will say this... I think
the abuse of power charge should
be flipped to the Republican
Righteous Wonders. The Ameri—
can public is overwhelmingly
against this high—stakes impeach—
ment game, but the Republicans
and Starr have been relentless,
foisting their personal agendas,
moral judgements and hatred
upon an unwilling populace.
THEY are proceeding with this
because it is what THEY want,
not the rest of the country.
Happy to hear... Something
good can come from all this mess.
First of all, I am doubtful Clinton
will be impeached (I hope). The
House may vote for it (simple ma—
jority required), but I don‘t think
it will fly in the Senate (two—thirds
majority required). Secondly, I
believe there will be a backlash
against Republicans in the next
election. We Americans are an in— —
telligent lot and a majority ofus
see what‘s really going on here."
—and please say this out loud—

Sad to say... The U.S. Depart— comes around.
ment of Health and Human Ser—
Sad to say... Aren‘t there any
vices reported in a 1989 study that Gays out there who enjoy foot—
Lesbian and Gay youth are two ball beside me? (Volunteers Rule!
to three times more likely to at— We‘re Number One!!) Anyone
tempt suicide than other youth planning to watch the Super Bowl
and account for roughly —30 per— this year?
cent of all teen suicides. A Youth
Happy to hear... Now Gays
Risk Behavior Study in 1997 will have a reason to tune in to
found 46 percent of Gay, Lesbian the Mother of all Football
and bisexual said they had at— Games — at least for the first few
tempted suicide in the past year minutes. It has been announced
compared to 8.8 percent ofall stu— that Cher will be singing the na—
dents. They are also subjected to tional anthem for Super Bowl
more threats and violence than the XXXIII in Miami on Jan. 31.
student general population.
And get this — she is supposed
Happy to hear... These shock— to wear a $12,000 skin—tight gown
ing figures were reported in an with peek—a—boo cutouts. Now
excellent article in the Commer— that‘s reason enough to tune in,
cial Appeal (Dec.13) written but I can‘t wait to hear her rendi—
about MAGY, Memphis Area tion of our nation‘s catchy little
Gay Youth. This group was born ditty.
s
out of necessity and compassion,
Sad to say... Santa and his
and has touched the lives of over elves are so inconsiderate of their
250 teens since its beginnings in wives on Christmas eve, leaving
1995. I am so thankful there is a them to fend for themselves.
wonderful group such as this to
Happy to hear... That‘s
help our troubled youth through alright with the ladies. They just
their difficult times. I only wish go into town and blow a few
there had been this type of help bucks!
and support available in 1971
Sad to say... Can it get any
when I was a senior in high weirder than this? Probably, but —
school.
s
read this anyway. A 36 year—old
Sad to say... We all remem— Fort Smith, Ark., man with HIV
ber the tragic story of Matthew jumped on a man‘s back and bit
Shepard, the 21—year—old from him on the back of the neck dur—
Wyoming who was brutally mur— ing a robbery, and bit him so hard
dered only because he was Gay. that he broke the skin..OUCH! He
Happy to hear... Visit stole the man‘s wallet, which had —
Time.com and place your vote for $40, to buy crack cocaine. Instead
Time magazine‘s Man of the of charging him with exposing
Year. Though unscientific and someone to the deadly virus, they
not final, Matthew Shepard is can only charge him with rob—
way ahead of the pack with bery. Prosecutors said Arkansas
34,225 votes (12/14). The an— law requires that exposure only
nouncement will be made on Dec. occur through sexual contact. An—
20th. I doubt he will be honored other OUCH!
in such a way, but I‘ll keep my
Happy to hear... Not even this
fingers crossed nevertheless.
optimist can think of something
Sad to say... Let us not forget good to say about this story.
the infamous Reggie White, the
reverend from Tennessee who
MEMPHIS‘ FINEST AND MOST COMPLETE
plays for the Green Bay Packers.
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS
The Southern Baptist Rev.
VIDEO RENTALS AND SALES, PREVIEW BOOTHS AND MIN—THEATRES
Reggie spent too much timeand
(Brooks Road Only)
a whole lot of energy last sum—
mer bad—mouthing homosexuals
Fantasy Warehouse #1 (North)
every chance he got. I was so dis—
791 N. White Station Rd. (Open 24 hours) » 683—9649
appointed because I could no
Executive South (East).
longer cheer on my favorite team
1847 E. Brooks Rd. » 345—0825
with someone like him on the ros—
ter. It‘s Religious Righteous
Fantasy Warehouse #2 (North)
Wonders like Rev. Reggie that in—
2532 N. Watkins » 358—8642
4
tentionally or not foster the envi—
ronment that causes harm to
people such as our Gay teens and
— U—PICK—EM! SPECIAL —
young adults like Matthew
2528" 336° 48449 5550 6550
Shepard.
Happy to hear... The Green
Bay Packers have only an outside
shot at the Super Bowl this year.
See there? What goes around,

I ys.

wE NOW CARRY cD Roms
and checks accepted at #1 and #2

OPEN 7 DAYS

It‘ s pure PP! (which means parti—
san politics). And it‘s just one
notch below doodoo. And if
elected officials don‘t listen to
what John and Jane Q. Public
want and stop this nonsense, it
will comeback to haunt them.
Sad to say... A life changes
drastically when that person is
told he or she has HIV. I know
mine did, and whenever I speak
to a group of people, that ques—
tions inevitably comes up. "How
has your life changed since you
were diagnosed?" It‘s like... how
long do you have to listen? But I
sum it up nicely with this an—
swer...
Happy to hear... "I find that I
have to vote Democrat."
Sad to say... That‘s right,
folks, my life B.A. (before AIDS)
was that of a die—hard Yuppie.
Happy to hear... Now I guess
I am a bleeding heart liberal.
Sad to say... HIV is the smart—
est virus ever, outwitting science
at every turn with its ability to
mutate in order to survive. Al—
most a whole new science has had
to be created to battle this vora—
cious virus.
Happy to hear... Thanks to a

Live—One—on—One

special x—ray machine called a
synchrotron, scientists are now
able to "see" changes in the virus
that lets it become resistant to
drugs. They are able to crystal—
lize and make an image of the
enzyme that HIV uses to repli—
cate. This could help to design
better medications.
Sad to say... We have all heard
the evils of smoking and the ef—
fects of second hand smoke.
Now, are you ready for this? The
breast milk of mothers who
smoke smells like cigarettes! Can
you believe that little tid—bit of
information? Researchers are
guessing that breast—fed babies of
smoking moms might learn to
like the taste of cigarettes.
Happy to hear... Who thinks
of these things? I‘m curious to
know what methods were used to
determine that breast milk could
taste like cigarettes. Just imag—
ine... menthol breast milk.
Happy to hear... To all ofyou,
whether you have been naughty
or nice, I wish a holiday season
filled with warm memories, old
and new, and a New Year that will
bring happiness and healthiness
to all.

And The Countdown
by Vincent Astor

Begins....
The Runaround

she will hostess cocktails dur—
ing Happy Hour at TGI Fridays

Memphis now has 14, count

spring‘ s events in January. This

‘em, 14 Gay/Lesbian bars and

year‘s theme and logo will pre—

several other alternatives for
New Year‘s Eve. There is al—

miere very soon. Assistance is

ways glitter, there are some—

year‘ s celebrations the best yet.

needed on all fronts to make this

Do any of y‘ all ever think, re—

in Overton Square from 4 to 6

Any of our Gentle Readers

ally notice, that the year 2000

p.m., move to In the Grove for

A.D. (or Common Time) is so
close? Up until very recently it
always seemed so: far away.
There is a lot of hype, name your

more cocktails until 9 p.m., to
Amnesia for even more cock—
tails at 9 and then hostess the
first Miss Memphis Pride Con—

may also contact a Tsarus club
member during this month for
suggestions for this year‘s Man
of the Year

flavour, but it strikes me sorta

test at 1 1 (in spite of all of those

quietly and strangely.

cocktails).
Special guest will be Bianca

event will be

The One Big Event

Paige from Nashville and all

We‘ve Heard About

proceeds will benefit Memphis

1999.
Speaking

Pride. Tickets to the entire ex—

of

Jezebel‘s Reverse 29th Birth—

travaganza are $20 and may be

events, Be—

~<a

day Party (she didn‘t say which

obtained from Jezebel, or, we

yond

Tea

Memphis

imagine, at sponsors Amnesia

raised over

volunteers and financial sup—

one) will cover two days, Wed.,

Lesbian and

Jan. 20 and Thurs., Jan 21. She

and In The Grove.

$3,000 after

port.

times themes and, inevitably,
hats, horns and champagne at
midnight. There is a party for
just about
every taste
and all will

nomination.
This dinner
held in early

be celebrat—

nity Center) and purchased an
ad in the program for Rent at the

ing.

Orpheum. Yet another first! If
you haven‘t seen the ad, look it

Holiday
Wish List

dinner

up or get somebody who‘s go—
ing to the play to bring it home.
You know very well that any

S

e

organization in this ad needs

Gay Coali—

will be doing another stand—up

We would also ask at Madi—

all the events

comedy gig at The Loony Bin

son Flame or Memphis Pride.

were over.

tice contin—

from 7 to 9 p.m. Wednesday and
will hostess a party at Madison

Additional sponsors are Gate—
way Travel and Family &

This money
always goes

ues its orga—
nizational

Flame afterwards.

Friends Magazine.

to the Adult Special Care Clinic

Thursday,

Several Gay/Lesbian organi—
zations banded together (an idea
brought forward by the Mem—
phis Gay and Lesbian Commu—,

—

f

tion for Jus—

Warm Fuzzy
Department
I would like to thank Marga—
ret McNutt and the staff at the
Memphis Pink Palace Museum
for helping to preserve a tiny

at The MED.

meetings. A fair—sized group of
volunteers of many ages, races
and genders are organizing to

Speaking of dinner, a Lesbian .
dinner group is in the formative

give Memphis and West Ten—

previous Memphis Pride Cel—

nessee Gays and Lesbians a po—

ebrations have been placed in

stages. See the ad.

litical voice. The Nashville or—

the Memphis History Collection

ganization has become very tal—

at the Pink Palace and will be

ented in working the political

available as a record for the fu—

machine there. We can do it too

ture.

Out With Family
Club 501 will serve Christ—

part of our history. Items from

and more help (and—contribu—
tions) is needed. The next meet—

mas Eve dinner starting at 5 p.m.
Crossroads will serve Christ—

ing is Sat., Jan. 9, at 1 p.m. at

mas Brunch at 5 p.m. Pipeline

First Congregational Church.

will serve Christmas Dinner at

Final Round
As usual, have a happy holi—
day, whichever one belongs to
you.

5 p.m. At The Jungle, it will be
Potluck at 5 p.m. There may be

Memphis Pride, Inc., will be
beginning to gear up for this

a surprise that escaped me.

Ta, ta.
Lady A.
9

ZENIZ

&

OLM LZ

"

CARDS AND GIFTS

553 S. COOPER

a

MempHis, TN 38104

Y.

(901) 728—6535

Prvllrers

WHILE YOUSTILL

GAN.

Drugs, alcohol and depression are the first problem.... The next
problemis finding a treatment center where you can safely be your

Youd
WOLF RIVER
PLUMBING & PIPING

self andtalk about the things you need to.

RESIDENTIAL

Fortunately, Pride Institute, the nation‘s leaderin providing mental

COMMERCIAL
INDUSTRIAL

health & addiction treatment forthe gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender
communities, has a number of programs nationally.

Sitters

Lowling

REPAIRS
REMODELING
NEW CONSTRUCTION

¥ PRIDE
INSTITUTE
800—54—PRIDE
Medicare and most insurance plans cover our programs.
www. pride—institute.com
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What Was the First Gay—Rights Orga
nization
Almost 30 years before
Harry Hay and his friends
founded the Mattachine Soci—
ety, a nonprofit corporation
~called the Society for Human

_

in America?

mal sexual behavior. Gerber set
down as the Society‘s main in—

vice—president of the organiza—
tion, Al Meininger, had a wife

tent "to promote and protect the
interests of people who by rea—
son of mental and physical ab—

writer and the Society‘s papers
back, his diaries were never re—

records of that historic organi—
zation. After its demise, more

and children. When Meininger‘s
wife found out about his double

turned. They were confiscated

than two decades would pass

life, she reported him to a so—

by postal inspectors who were
investigating if "Friendship and

cial worker, alleging that he and
his friends performed "strange

Freedom" had violated the fed—
eral law against sending ob—

before American Gays and Les—
bians would once again form
political organizations to protect
their interests.

doings" in front of the children.
An article appeared on the front

scene material through the mail.
Gerber subsequently lost his

David Bianco, M.A. is the au—
thor of Modern Jewish History

page of the Chicago Examiner

post office job, and his ordeal
marked the end of his fledgling

for

Rights paid $10 for a charter

normalities are abused and hin—

from the state of Illinois and
took its place as the earliest

dered in the legal pursuit of hap—
piness." Nowhere in the state—

documented Gay—rights organi—

ment could he dare words like

zation in the United States. The

"homosexual" or "invert."

written purpose of the Chicago—

s

Once he‘d written the decla—

under

the

lurid

headline

based group was so vague that

ration, Gerber had a hard time

"Strange Sex Cult Exposed."

the government clerk who pro—
cessed the application for a

finding anyone to sign it, even

The three officers of the Soci—

though it was a nebulousstate—
ment about human rights. He

Gay—rights group. Disheartened,
he moved to New York City and

ety — Gerber, Meininger, and
an itinerant preacher named

re—enlisted in the Army, serving
for another 17 years.

John Graves — were arrested
and prosecuted. The policemen
who raided Gerber‘s apartment

For the rest of his life, Gerber
remained an active Gay—rights

charter undoubtedly had no idea

B
that he was helping to make
queer history.

I

A

N

_C

0

finally talked a half—dozen of his

The guiding light behind the
Society was Henry Gerber

friends into working with him,
and their seven names appeared
together on the 1924 charter.

(1892—1972), whose family had
emigrated from Bavaria to Chi—

Gerber later complained, "was

cago in 1913. Immediately af—
ter World War I, Gerber served

ignorant concerning himself.
Others were fearful. Still others

with the U.S. Army‘s occupa—

were frantic or depraved. Some
were blase.... We wondered how

tion forces in Germany and
there became acquainted with
the work of Gay—rights pio—
neers,

including

Magnus

Hirschfeld and his Scientific
Humanitarian

"The average homosexual,"

we could accomplish anything
‘with such resistance from our
own people."
As part of the group‘s mis—

Committee.

sion, Gerber hoped to institute

Gerber Wwas particularly enthu—
siastic about a group called

a series of educational lectures
for Gay men on sexual self—con—

Bund fur Menschenrecht (Soci—
ety for Human Rights), which

trol, "especially urging against
the seduction of adolescents,"

advocated for a mass movement
of Gay people. He began sub—

he wrote. He also wanted to

scribing to German homophile

publish a newsletter called
"Friendship and Freedom" to

magazines and making frequent
trips to Berlin to participate in

keep Gay people informed

the city‘s lively Gay culture.

publication,

about the group‘s activities. The
too,

would

His experiences in Germany

downplay sexuality in order to

fueled Gerber‘s desire to launch

gain the sympathy of the gen—

a similar movement in the

eral public and, in particular,
legal authorities.

United States for what he called
"homosexual emancipation."

Gerber soon found that Gay

Soon after he returned to Chi—

men who were afraid to sign the

cago, where a Gay subculture

Society‘ s declaration of purpose

was forming, Gerber set out to
achieve his goal. Besides want—
ing to help himself and others

also hesitated to donate money

like him, Gerber also had hopes

to the group or add their names
to its mailing list. He wrote and
mimeographed two issues of
"Friendship and Freedom" by

of fame and glory. "If I suc—
ceeded," he wrote later, "I

himself and financed them out

might become known to history

of his own pocket. Because of

as deliverer of the downtrod—

the financial drain on Gerber,

den, even as Lincoln."

only two issues were ever pub—

During breaks from his job
with the post office, Gerber

lished, although they were not

man Rights. The statement‘s

Gerber‘s greatest challenge
~as a Gay activist came in the

widely circulated, and indeed,
drafted a declaration of purpose _ no copies of "Friendship and
Freedom" remain.
for a proposed Society for Hu—
wording was lofty, vague, and
drawn from the idea, prevalent

summer of 1925. Although most

at that time, that homosexual—

of the members of the Society
were, like Gerber, bachelors, the

ity was an "inversion" of nor—

Everyone.

He

can

be

reached care ofthis publication
or at AriBianco@aol.com. For
mere
www.Gay.net.

Out,.

visit

For further reading:

proponent, publishing a number.

Gerber, Henry. "The Society
for Human Rights —1925."
ONE, vol. 10, no. 9 (Sep. 1962).

at 2 a.m. took his typewriter,

of articles and reviews on Gay

personal diaries and all the files

themes, sometimes under the

of the Society. But because the

pseudonym

arrests were made without a

"Parisex"

and

Katz, Jonathan Ned. "The
Chicago Society for Human

sometimes under his own name.

Rights." In Gay American His—

warrant, a judge eventually dis—

His account of the founding of

missed the case, and the three
‘men were released.

the Society for Human Rights in
a 1962 issue of ONE magazine

tory: Lesbians and Gay Men in
the U.S.A., A Documentary His—

Though Gerber got his type—

is one of the few remaining

About 2,000 People Hold

tory, rev. ed. (Meridian, 1992).

Rally Against

New Gay Rights Ordinance
MIAMInewGay
(AP) —rightsMiami—Dade
public pollster
referendum,
said South
era," ofhe said.
"With
almost
50know
per—
County‘s
ordinance
Florida
Rob
Schroth,
who
cent
voters
saying
they
continues
to draw fire. held a rally conducted the survey.
someone
who
isanti—Gay
Gay, it willforces
be dif—to
About
2,000people
"They
would
have
to
change
a
ficult
for
the
Dec. 12county
to protest
a recently
ap— great many people‘s minds in or— overturn this decision." .
proved
ordinance
that
bars
der
tocourse,
be successful,"
Schroth
said. Hialeah evangelist Oscar
discrimination
against
homosexu—
"Of
that‘s
not
impossible,
Agueroforsaidorganizing
he had divine
inspira—
als "We
in housing
and
the
workplace.
just
difficult."
tion
the
stadium
aretheherefamily
to preserve
the The poll was conducted Dec. 10 rally.
dignity
of
unit,"
said
and 1 1 by Schroth & Associates of "God spoke to me
Ovidio
Cardin,
who
was
among
Washington.
Thursday(Dec.
10) memorning,"
he
those
at
the
Orange
Bowl.
"We
all
The
county‘s
voters
overturned
said.
"And
he
told
to.
rent
the
knowlawhomosexuals
have rights,
but a similar law in 1977 after singer Orange Bowl."
this
isthe
beginning
of
giving
Anita
Bryant
led a crusade Schroth
against But the number of people who
them
too
many
rights,
giving
them
i
t
.
But
times
havechanged,
attended
fellorganizers
far shortoftheofrally
the
free
reign...
It‘s
not
good
for
the
said.
>
100,000
that
family."
R County com— "Dade Countytoday is not the had hoped to attract.
The
Miami—Dade
Dade County of the Anita Bryant
mission
decided
Dec.
1
to
amend
the
county‘s
civil rights
lawbasis
to pro—of
hibit
discrimination
on
the
sexual orientation
in employment,
—
New York Times on
housing
and
public
accommoda—
tion.
Those speaking
outmayagainst
the
_ Hate Crimes
amendment,
though,
be
out—
by supporters, according ._ "Matt Shepard—spoke three languages or more. He
tonumbered
aThenewpoll,
poll.
. seemed bright and open and full ofpromise. We will
released
Dec.
12
by
never know what‘he would have done in life. But in
The
MiamiHeraldand
Miami
tele—
death,
in a nation sickened by the gratuitous thuggery
vision
station
WTVJ,
found
that
53
of
his
murder,he
maydo much to dispel the stubborn
percenttheyof 650
voterstheinterviewed
said
support
new
Gay
belief in some quarters that homosexuals are not dis—
rights
law.
Another
33
percent
said
criminated
against.They are. Hatredcan kill. The men
they
oppose
the
commission‘s
de—
accused
of
killing Matthew Shepard will be tried for
cision,
and
14
percent
said
they
first—
d
egree
murder. But his death makes clear the need
don‘t know.
for hate—crime laws to protect those who survive and
Thetelephone
overall poll
results, based
onpeople
interviews
with
punish those who attack others whether fatally or not, —
who voters,
describedhavethemselves
just because of who they are."
t
asoferrorofplus
frequent
a
margin
age points. orminus 4 percent—
— Editorial in The New York Times, Oct. 13.
The
results
suggest
that
oppo—
nentstrywillto repeal
face antheuphill
battle ifa
they
law through
Miami‘s
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Judge Denies Gag Order for Shepard

LARAMIE, Wyo. (AP) —
A judge on Nov. 15 denied a
request for a gag order in the
case of one of two men
charged with beating Matthew
Shepard to death.
Eighth District Judge

Barton R. Voigt denied .pros—
ecutor Cal Rerucha‘s motion
to limit information about the
case against Aaron James
McKinney, 21.
McKinney and Russell
Arthur Henderson, 21, are ac—
cused of fracturing Shepard‘s
skull during a robbery that au—
thorities said may have been
motivated in part because
Shepard was Gay. Shepard
died Oct. 12, five days after
the attack.
In a decision letter, Voigt
wrote that "a general gag or—
der is too high a price to pay
in this case."
Rerucha had asked thatall

‘the files in the case be sealed
and that a gag order be im—
posed to prevent attorneys,
witnesses, law enforcement
and court personnel from
speaking to reporters about
the case.
.,
Rerucha had said that
_. "counsel for defendant
McKinney is attempting to
gain publicity in order that
venue will be changed from
Albany County," and argued
that a gag order be imposed
"to preserve the integrity of
the potential juror pool," ac—
cording to court documents.
McKinney‘s public defend—
ers Dion Custis and Jason
Tangemanobjected to the ac—
cusation that they were seek—
ing publicity, saying in a mo—
tion, "This contention is ri—
diculous."
Voigt also ruled that "indi—

Murder Suspect

vidual hearings may be closed
and individual documents may
be sealed upon an appropriate
showing of need and with no—
tice to the media."
"In such case the party seek—
ing such court action must file
a particularized request or mo—
tion," he wrote.
The judge hearing the cases
against ° Henderson and
McKinney‘s
girlfriend,
Kristen LeAnn Price, 19, had
earlier denied Rerucha‘s re—
quest for a gag order, and par—
tially granted his motion for
closing files.
Price and Henderson‘s girl—
friend, Chasity Vera Pasley,
20, are charged with accessory
after the fact to first—degree
murder for allegedly disposing
bloody clothes worn by
Henderson.
Second District Judge Jef—

GAY ORGY
LOCKER ROOM J/O ACTION
CALL NOW AND PILE RIGHT ON
PHONE SEX FOR THE GAY 90°S

frey A. Donnell ordered future
motions to be filed under seal
and future hearings be closed
in the Henderson and Price
cases, but the media, through
the Wyoming Press Associa—
tion, will be afforded a chance
to argue for opening specific
hearings and files.
A hearing on Rerucha‘s re—
quest for a gag order in the
case of Pasley had not been
scheduled at press time.
Henderson‘s trial is to be—
gin March 22. McKinney‘s
trial will begin Aug. 9. Both
men are charged with first—de—
gree murder, aggravated rob—
bery and kidnapping with in—
tent to inflict bodily injury or
to terrorize the victim.

1—900
745—20 39
HoT TEA ROOM TALK AT
1—900—745—06 1 1
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Party

Place

637 Hwy 145 S.

Judge Denies Students‘ Request

Shannon, MS
601—767—9500

For Gay Student Club
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) —
A federal judge has refused to
block a Salt Lake School Dis—
trict policy that prohibits ex—
tracurricular clubs, including
the East High School Gay—
Straight Alliance.
Two students in the Gay
student club and their parents
had asked U.S. District Judge
Bruce Jenkins to issue a pre—
liminary injunction, which

would allow the club to func—
tion pending a trial expected
next year.
The students sought imme—
diate action since one gradu—
ates this spring.
The school board banned all
extracurricular clubs in 1996,
after a Gay—straight support
group sought recognition as a
school—sponsored club. In or—
der to comply with federal law

Near Tupelo

and continue to receive federal
aid, the board had to either ac—
cept all clubs or none at all.
for the students
argued that other clubs were
being allowed to meet, mean—
ing a prohibition on the Gay
club was discriminatory.
Jon Davidson, an attorney for
the plaintiffs, called the Nov. 25
ruling "a bump in the road." He
is considering an appeal.
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BySimon LeVay,

Could

DES

It‘s important for DES—exposed

of bisexuality and homosexuality,

women. In addition, one study has

women to be familiar with the pos—

role.

compared with comparison groups

reported

DES—exposed

sible health effects of their expo—

of women who were not exposed.

women, during childhood, are

sure and to make sure their doctors

that

Statistically, it was a highly signifi—

atypical in some traits — for ex—

are too. As the population of DES—

cant effect, but it was not a large

ample in being less interested than

exposed women enters middle age,

effect: the majority of the DES—ex—

other girls in doll play — but these

there is some concern about the

posed women were in fact hetero—

findings have not been confirmed

possible occurrence of new kinds

sexual.

in other studies.

f

of health problems. DES Action

At first glance, Ehrhardt‘s find—

Whatever the effects of DES,

USA (www.desaction.org) is the

ings are unexpected. If DES is an

they are quite small compared with

place for more information on this

estrogen —a "female" hormone —

tht effects seen in women who

topic. It should be kept in mind,

why should it drive psychosexual

were exposed to testosterone—like

however, that the majority of ex—

development in a "male—typical"

hormones during fetal life — for

posed women have suffered no ad—

example, women with the syn—

verse consequences from their

to do with a peculiarity of brain

drome of congenital adrenal hyper—

exposure.

chemistry. In the typical develop—

plasia. Those women are much

The history of DES reminds us

ment of a male fetus, the brain is

more atypical in their childhood

of the potential hazards of new

directed to develop in a male di—

characteristics and in their adult

drugs — hazards that may not show

rection by testosterone coming

sexual orientation. This supports

themselves for many years. The

cell adenocarninoma) that is nor—

from the fetus‘s testes. This mas—

the notion that the masculinizing

current trend toward more rapid
approval of new drugs, sparked in

of

Children?

cratonnatswaz ore ws

women,

direction? The answer probably has
Sexual Orientation

men cen me mane ne neue for

because the same thing has been
reported for Lesbians and bisexual

Ph.D.

Have Affected

Between 1938 and 1971, several _

however,

Ehrhardt found a higher prevalence

million pregnant women in the

mally very rare in that age group.

culinization is partly a direct action

effect of testosterone on the fetal

U.S.A. were given the drug dieth—

Others have had fertility problems,

of testosterone, but it also depends

brain is twofold: in part a direct

ylstilbestrol (DES), a synthetic and

part by AIDS activists, is bringing

and some have anatomical abnor—

in part on the conversion of test—

effect of the hormone, and in part

very potent estrogen—like hormone.

many benefits, but also carries se—

malities of the reproductive tract

osterone to estrogen in the brain.

a secondary effect resulting from

rious risks. Pregnant women in par—

It was prescribed for women who

whose significance is uncertain.

The resulting estrogen has further

its conversion to estrogen.

ticular need to be cautious about

were at risk for miscarriage al—

The DES saga was a medical

masculinizing effects, and it is

Lesbians and bisexual women

though, as we now know, it is not

catastrophe. But it was also an un—

these effects that are mimicked by

who were DES—exposed during fe—

effective for that Purpose and may

intentional experiment: what would

DES.

tal life may wonder whether their

known for his research on the "Gay

sexual orientation is a consequence

* brain." He is author of The Sexual

in fact promote miscarriage.>

be the effect of exposing the brains

DES may influence more than —

every pill they swallow.
Simon LeVay,

Ph.D.,

is well

Administration of the drug to

of developing fetuses to a power—

sexual orientation. Four studies, in—

of their DES exposure. The num—

pregnant women was halted when

Brain,

ful estrogen? The consequences

cluding a recent one by Laurel

bers suggest that it could have been

Elisabeth Nonas), Queer Science,

City

of Friends

(with

it was found that it caused serious

have

Anke

Smith and Melissa Hines of the

a contributing factor, but not a large

health problems for some of the

and the novel Albrick‘s Gold. For

Ehrhardt and a number of her col—

City University of London, have

one. Most DES—exposed women

female children born to those preg—

more Queer Science columns, visit

leagues at Columbia University in

reported that DES—exposed women

are heterosexual, so other factors

nancies. About one in a thousand

www.Gay.net.

New York. In males who were ex—

are more likely to be left—handed

— genetic predisposition, life ex—

of these girls, when they reached

SLeVay@aol.com,

posed to DES as fetuses, they found

or

other

periences, or outright choice —

young adulthood, developed a can—

honte

no significant effects of any kind.

women. This is of some interest,

probably play a more significant

cer of the cervix or vagina (clear

members.aol.com/slevay.

In four different groups of DES—

been

studied

by

mixed—handed

George

Dignity

than

Michael

in

Los

LONDON (AP) — Pop star
George Michael says his arrest at a

"YES

!"

up and down Oxford Street naked

slightly drunk randy pop star. I was
not subjecting the public to full

have it happen the way it did,"

frontal nudity," he said.

CHRIST

An Open and Affirming Church

duct at Will Rogers Memorial Park

phone.

in Beverly Hills, Calif.

Michael was sentenced to 80
hours of community service after
pleading no contest to committing
a lewd act in a restroom at a
Beverly Hills park.
He was scheduled to begin the
service on Nov. 23 at Project An—
gel Food, which delivers 1,000
meals a day to people with AIDS.
But on Nov. 20, Beverly Hills
Municipal Court Judge Charles
Rubin ordered the singer to fulfill

hold onto is my relationship with

He said the deaths of his live—in
partner Anselmo Feleppa and his
mother had helped him deal with

celebrating the image of God in every person
and the sacred value of every human life

more hours for an AIDS charity
rather than spend his court—ordered

the public."
OF

development,

community service on the tele—

told BBC—TV. "The one thing I

CHURCH

related

ing his April 7 arrest for lewd con—

I‘ve lost a partner. I‘ve lost my

UNITED

a

public support he received follow—

mother. I‘ve lost my dignity," he
Congregational

In

Michael says he‘d gladly work

"I‘ ve had a really tough decade.

First

"There was no—one in the vicin—
ity, but two undercover cops and a

saying ‘I‘m Gay, I‘m Gay,‘ than

He is grateful, he said, for the

a joyous

Michael said he had been drink—
ing before the incident in the park

view.

we continue to proclaim

the funny side of it," he said.

and that he took a foolish risk.

Michael said in a television inter—

what happened in California.
"Within a day and a half I saw

Mon., Jan 4
Mon., Jan. 18

Come and Visit Us!
Sundays at 9:00 & 10:30 am; Wednesdays at 6:00 pm
246 South Watkins « 278—6786 phone; 278—2071 fax
Rev. Cheryl Cornish, pastor
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of

Angeles Arrest

he would have chosen to bring his

"Believe me, I‘d rather have run

tell you "No,"

Loss

public restroom was not the way

homosexuality out of the closet.

As other denominations

Regrets

Contact LeVay at

6 p.m., Dinner at 6:30 p.m.
St. John‘s United
Methodist Church
(Peabody & Bellevue)
Advertising space donated as a public service of The Triangle Journal News

the obligation by phoning —schools==~
and children‘s centers to encourage
kids to do charity work.
The judge did not immediately
return a phone call seeking com—
ment.
Michael attributed the judge‘s
order to a recent video in which the
singer mocked his April 7 arrest by
an undercover police officer at Will
Rogers Memorial Park.
"In all likelihood, I have
prompted Judge Rubins‘ sudden —
~ change of heart by my own actions.
I‘ ve talked openly about police en—
trapment and in my latest video
made light of recent events," he
said, reading from a statement out—
side Project Angel Food.
Michael, wearing a cook‘s
apron, said that he will work "as
many hours as (the judge) sees fit"
if he is allowed to complete his
community service at Project An—
gel Food, a charity to which he has
donated for years.
The media attention could help
the nonprofit group, he said.
"You guys want to see me take
‘al
my punishment. And that‘s abso—
lutely fine by me ifit can benefit
others," he said, gesturing to cam—
eras and reporters huddled around
him.
He then retreated into Project
Angel Food, saying he had work
to do.
"I have to go bake a cake," he
said.

: Deep Inside

ing just three episodes opposite

Iby Romeo San Vicente

Will & Grace. Will & Grace‘s rat—

namic duo.

ings have fallen 25 percent since

Devlin and Em—merich are now
attached to two high—profile film

Becker debuted. Perhaps the pea—
cock network will now allow Will

QC.O0.0COO.COCOQOOOOOOOO
OOOOOOOOOO
+

to get a life (and a relationship) in
an attempt to boost ratings.

,.

projects. The first is Patriot, a story
about American Revolutionary
Francis "The Swamp Fox" Marion.

Downey Goes Bi

Devlin and Emmerich, who swore

Talented on—again off—again

Williamson‘s Wasteland

junkie Robert Downey Jr. seems
rehabilitated enough to go back in

It‘s never too soon to start plan—

they‘d never work on a project they
didn‘t write seem to be going back

ning next season‘s schedule. That‘s

front of the camera. In Black and
White, Downey stars as Brooke

on their word (perhaps Godzilla

why ABC has inked a 13—episode

taught them not to be cocky), trust—

commitment with Gay writing

Shields‘s husband — who also hap—
pens to be a flamboyant bisexual.

powerhouse Kevin Williamson of
Scream and Dawson‘s Creek fame.

ing the very capable hands of
screenwriter Robert Rodat (Saving

The film, which reunites the actor
. with Two Girls and a Guy director

Private Ryan). Also in the works

Wasteland is a one—hour drama

is Twilight‘s Last Fading, a thriller

about former college buddies liv—

James Toback is about a group of
wealthy New Yorkers who get

about an impeached U.S. President

ing in New York City, including a
closeted soap actor and those ubiq—

who refuses to abandon the office.

wrapped up in Black hip—hop cul—
ture. Ben Stiller and the cuter—with—

uitous NYC staples: a cop and a

never be a single mom (but if he

reporter. Hopefully, Wasteland‘s

every—passing—year Elijah Wood

were, he‘d be happy to discuss how

Gay character will get more action

he

also star. This is far from Downey‘s

than perpetual virgin Dawson.

pregnant), can be reached care of

first queer role — remember Less
Than Zero and Home for the Holi—

Robert Downey, Jr.

helps a young—actor to achieve

Cruise Beats Geisha
Uber—director Steven Spielberg
has put his film adaptation of Mem—
oirs of a Geisha on ice, ice baby in
order to work with Tom Cruise.

‘fame. No word yet if D.J. Jazzy Jeff
is being considered for the Kris
Kristofferson role.

wood,

ingly portrayed a Gay man in Mid—

www.popcorng.com.

Cross—Dressing Cameo

wants to do is direct. While his di—
recting debut Albino Alligator

ance sans makeup and latex breasts

has signed a "first—look" produc—
tion deal with New York—based

in Sony‘s black comedy Jaw—
breaker, which will be released

Fine Line Features (a division of

But Steven has balked, claiming
that the worldwide publicity Sav—

early next year. The Antichrist Su—

ing Private Ryan has generated has
kept him from prepping the project

perstar will sport cheesy polyester

The first film to unfurl under

threads and a fake mustache in the

Spacey‘s Trigger Street Produc—

Jurassic director‘s next project.

properly. In other words, Steven is
his

Academy

Award

speech and doesn‘ t want to have to

visit

www.Gay.net

Sn

or

didn‘ t wow much of Hollywood, he

New Line Cinema) to act in, pro—

A

Gay Oscar?

With Gods and Monsters win—
ning the National Board of Review
vote for Best Picture and openly
gay actor Ian McKellen (who por—
trays Gay director James Whale in

Sir lan McKellen

the film) being named Best Actor

duce and possibly direct films.

film, which stars Manson‘s main

tions banner is Ordinary Decent

squeeze, Scream actress Rose

Criminal, an Irish gangster film in

“MNWL,

j
z

£

McGowan.

Pip

On December 4, 1998 the

jet in from Geisha‘s Japanese lo—

:

$

oline

Busy Single Moms

cations for the ceremony.
While Spielberg insists Geisha

Jodie Foster, who has made 33

is still on, he‘s instead focusing on

films in her 34 years, has a new

working with the one—time Top

*

Gun as soon as the cruiseman fin—

producer/director/movie star has
found her six—year—old production

the end of next summer. The two

company, Egg Pictures, a new

will most likely collaborate on 20th

home at Paramount. Foster re—

Century Fox‘s The Minority Re—

cently entered into a three—year

port, a futuristic thriller about a
policeman who is forced to go on

deal with the studio to produce,
direct and

the run for a crime he has not yet

projects.

star

in

‘&—

Kidman in an uncredited cameo in

Damn It!" has been extended at

@

(frien

dships

/

the new movie from BoogieNights

New York‘s Booth Theater after
good reviews. The show, a combi—

Magnolia is a series of vignettes

nation of comedy and music, pokes

about love, loss and family as seen

fun at everything from celebrity

through the eyes of San Fernando

deaths (Princess Di, Versace) to the

Fiorentino (After Hours) and Helen

Valley—ites and will reunite many

(lack of) sexual dynamics between

Baxendale of Friends fame. Unlike

_

.

thank

with

Bost

all

us

can

it‘s

We

be

also

and

time

who

hout

a

\y\

Holida

y

Season

at

of

d

have

the

safe

from

~

renowe

ely

throug

for

a

the

The

frantic

sincer

of you

Wishos

serving

to

stayed

A

*

years.

and

all

_

want

Jodie Foster
of

Happy

us

at

©

which Spacey stars with Linda

members ofthe Boogie Nights cast,

Tom Cruise and Nicole Kidman.

most actors‘ production compa—

including the hyper—talented duo

Ms. Bernhard also pipes a satirical

nies, Spacey is not limiting his in—

Julianne Moore and William H.

tribute to diva Liza Minnelli. But

terest to film. Trigger Street is also

Macy.

Sandra‘s foxy post—partum figure

producing the revival of The Ice—

is what‘s getting most of the rave

man Cometh on Broadway next

A Star is Born Again

reviews, since she sports a see—

April.

In 1937 there was the original.

through dress in the show.

the

Pipeli

ne.

¥

The Busiest Couple

Now there is Will — as in Smith.

Will Grace Still Have a

Warner Bros. is planning a third

Job?

remake of A Star is Born, asking

but

of

Community.

orness

director Paul Thomas Anderson.

Then there was Judy. Then Barbra.

Gay

togoth

/

f

years

season

times,

__

Sandra Bernhard‘s one—woman
Broadway show, "I‘m Still Here,

holiday

~

Paramount

You‘ll also be able to see Mr.

12

Momphis

project. The super—talented mom/

ishes up Mission: Impossible II at

committed.

calobrated

ain teeleoe.inm a

writing

Manson is making a cameo appear—

sat

night in the Garden Of Good and
Evil has decided what he really

Golden bestseller of the same
name, was long thought to be the

the

or

For More Deep Inside Holly—

Academy Award—winning actor

Rocking transvestite Marilyn

on

publication

RomeoDeep@aol.com.

Kevin Spacey, who so convinc—

Arthur

based

got

On the TV front, it‘s been a

in Hollywood
The

busiest

partners

in

Tinseltown are writing/directing/

the Fresh Prince to bring some of

tough season for Gays. NBC‘s

producing

his Big Willie Style to the project.

Gayest sitcom is facing some stiff

Devlin and Roland Emmerich, who

The genders will swap in the new

competition from its hetero oppo—

brought us the fun Independence

take on the film — this time, an ac—

nent, Ted Danson. CBS has just

Day and the mega—flop Godzilla.

‘sk wite wel

Geisha,

Romeo San Vicente, who will

this
Spacey Looking Fine

tress whose career is on the decline

days?

by the Board and the LA Film Crit—
ics, it may be a Gay old time at the
71stannual Academy Awards next
March. Tinseltown is also buzzing
about Gwyneth Paltrow‘s cross—
dressing turn in Shakespeare In
Love. This wouldn‘t be the first
time a transvestite was nominated
for an Oscar, though. At the 1982
awards both Dustin (Tootsie)
Hoffman and Julie (Victor/
Victoria) Andrews were nominated
for .top awards , but neither won.
And Jack Lemmon was nominated
for his cross—dressing role in Some
Like it Hot in 1959. The Academy
Award nominations will be an—
nounced on ABC on Feb. 9..
Gods and Monsters will play at
the Bartlett Cinema beginning on
Jan. 15.

Apparently, the Godzilla box—of—
fice receipts (or lack thereof)
weren‘t enough to keep the studios —
from investing again in this dy—

fy

ordered
a
full
season
of
Paramount‘s Becker, starring the
former Cheers bartender after air—

wunderkinds Dean

January
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Sundance Channel

Features Gay Films

The Sundance Channel, being
Dottie Gets Spanked (Sun., Jan. 31,
offered by Time Warner Cable in
12 * ~
;
Memphis beginning Dec. 30, will =
In Kiss Me Guido, aspiring ac
very likely provide a venue for
tor Frankie mistakes GWM in the
Gay—oriented films not likely to be
roommate—wanted ad to mean
seen on other cable or satellite ser—
"Guy With Money." When he
vices.
f
leaves his pizza place in the Bronx,
The Sundance Channel, under . his promiscuous girlfrie
nd and his
the creative direction of—actor/di—— Italian
parents to move intothe city
rector Robert Redford; brings tele and
pursue his dream of becoming
vision viewers nationwide the best the next
Al Pacino, he discovers his
of new independent feature mov—
new roommate Warren is as unwill—
ies as well as documentaries,
ing to live with a "Guido" as
shorts, animated and international
Frankie is to live with a Gay man.
cinema, running uncut and com—
But somehow they have to make it
mercial—free 24 hours a day.
work.
On tap for January are Kiss Me
The film appeared at the 1997
Guido (Fri., Jan 22, 8 p.m.) and
Sundance Film Festival.

A
appy

In the 1993 short Dottie Gets
Spanked, six—year—old Steven Gale
is obsessed with Dottie Frank and
"The Dottie Frank Show" even
though Dottie is clearly for girls.
When teased by both the boys and
the girls, it becomes apparent that
Steven will choose to keep his in—
{terests in the closet;
ix o
__ The Sundance. Channeloperates —
independently of the nonprofit —
Sundance Institute and the
Sundance Film Festival, but shares
the Sundance mission of support—
ing independent artists and provid—
ing them with wider opportunities
to present their works to audiences.

MS MIRANDA WOULD HAVE LOVED THIS.

Ab
ololays

EMERGENCY GIFT ORDERS HANDLED ANYTIME
ya""

PHONE 901.278.6218 OR FIND US ON THE WEB AT
‘A

GGS—GOURMET.COM
WE DELIVER IN THE MEMPHIS AREA,
SHIP ANYWHERE
AND TAKE MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

Theme:

The

Black Stripe

in the Rainbow
61 Subject of a Judy Garland hit
62 Author Deighton
63 Gym bunny‘s pride
DOWN
1 Sherman‘s co—star on
The Jeffersons
2 Site
3 Ball, on—screen
4 Like the audience at the end of
Terms of Endearment, perhaps
5 Virtual Equality author Urvashi
6 It‘s out under a limb
S
7 Having feeling
8 Whitney‘s partner in aircraft—
engine manufacture
9 1:10, for one
10 Straight ___ arrow
11 Brynner of the stage
12 "___ tu" (aria from Verdi‘s
Un Ballo in Maschera)
13 Lesbian activist Mosbacher
18 7 Faces of Dr. __.. (1964 Tony
Randall vehicle)
21 Libido, e.g.
24 Joint Chiefs of Staff chairman
when "Don‘t Ask, Don‘t Tell" was
implemented
25 To ___ (perfectly)
26 Prohibit, as homosexuals in the
military
29 Global gay org.
31 Dionne Warwick‘s "Walk ___"
32 Actress Hagen

42

(44

47

50

145

|46

{51

61 abed uo

_
ACROSS
1 Having hepatitis, e.g.
4Dam govt. bureaucracy?
7 Used Lysol, e.g.
14 Without a ___ (penniless)
15 Erogenous zone, to many
16 "Chains of Love" band
17 Kudos —
19 Wood of Rebel Without a Cause
20 1963 civil rights march organizer
22 George Jetson‘s son
23 Sappho‘s Muse
24 Bus alternative _
27 Garland that doesn‘t sing
28 The Beatles‘ Pepper, e.g.
29 Kappa preceder
30 Harlem Renaissance poet
36 ___ Domingo
37 Hollywood‘s Dickinson
38 First black state senator in
Texas history
42 Artist Warhol
43 Red Peony novelist Yutang
44 Tiger Woods‘s org.
47 ___ Speedwagon
48 9" x 6", penis—wise
50 Stevie Wonder‘s "My Cherie ___"
52 Go Tell It on the Mountain novelist
54 La Paz‘s land
57 Locale of Hardin—Simmons
University
58 NOW President Patricia
59 It may be pulled
60 Rent out

53
§4

33
34
35
36
38
39
40

155

57

h.

58

59

Jes {—— F

61

e

SJ T

".._ a lender be"
Mustangor Colt
Sturm ___ Drang
Unlike Norman Bates
The Eagle, in many cities —
"Enough ___!"
Lively Irish dances

41
45
46
48
49

Part of a billiards rack
Pig or hen preceder
CNN correspondent Peter
University in Quebec
Nitrogen compound suffixed to
"catechol"
50 Make straight

51
52
53
54
55
56

Middle of the 16th century
Hill climber of thyme
Busy as ___
Wasn‘t careful during oral sex
Bruin Hall—of—Famer Bobby
Author Tolstoy
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Researchers Hope Treatment Will
Jum p—start
TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) — Two
University ofArizona researchers
have developed a therapy they be—
lieve will jump—start the immune
systems of people infected with
>— HIV, the virus that causes AIDS.
"Most people attempt to treat
AIDS by killing the virus," said
Ronald Watson, a research profes—
sor at the Arizona Prevention Cen—
ter. "We‘re not trying to kill the
virus. We‘re trying to reduce the
immune damage it does." ~
Watson and fellow researcher
John Marchalonis, head ofthe mi—
~ crobiology and immunology de—
partment at the UA College of
Medicine, patented the therapy,
which involves treating HIV—posi—
tive patients with a protein frag—
ment called a receptor peptide,
found in human T cells — key
players in immune defense.

Repeated studies with more than
600 mice have shown the peptide
helped animals infected with
"mice—HIV" fight off the opportu—
nistic infections that typically rage
unchecked in infected animals.
Marchalonis and Watson‘s
patent goes into effect in January.
Though the two are listed as the
inventors, the patent belongs to the
university, which contributed about
$30,000 to start the study.
San Mateo, Calif.—based
Allergene has purchased techno—
logical development rights to the
peptide for an undisclosed amount.
The company plans to begin
clinical trials of the peptide with
HIV—positive patients by late 1999,
said Bill Friedman, Allergene
chairman and chief executive.
Clinical trials can explore
whether the peptide boosts T—cell

counts or enhances T—cell capacity,
Marchalonis said. In people with
AIDS, T—cell counts fall nearly ten—
fold.
Giving AIDS patients more T—
cell receptor peptides is certainly
an idea worth trying, said Dr. Neil
Ampel, director of the clinical HIV
program at Tucson‘s Veterans Af—
fairs Medical Center and a UA as—
sociate professor of medicine.
"It is an intriguing approach,"
he said. "What‘s different about
HIV than other viral infections is
that people don‘t develop a protec—
tive immune response, so attempts
to induce that are reasonable."
The researchers hope the im—
mune—system—boosting peptide will
complement current antiviral treat—
ments.
‘

Immune System
said.
1997 to find out if the peptide can
The researchers have published help lessen heart disease in infected
their findings in several scientific mice.
journals, including Nutrition Re—
More than half of AIDS suffer—
search and the Journal of Immu— ers are afflicted with heart disease,
nology.
and scientists surmise this may be
They were awarded a five—year, — because their immune systems are
nearly $1 million grant from the compromised by HIV, Watson
National Institutes of Health in said.

Gay/Lesbian
Square Dancing
Thursday Nights
7:30 p.m.
Prescott Memorial
Baptist Church

The effect of boosted immune
capacity lasts in mice for at least
six months, a significant time in the
life span of a mouse, Marchalonis

Walker & Mynders
(Near University of Memphis)

Indian Judge Calls for
Protection for Actors
NEW DELHI, India (AP) —
The Supreme Court ordered the
government Dec. 14 to provide
body guards for actors and others
who have filed suit in order to get
a film on Lesbian love back in the
theaters.
The court responded after ac—
tors‘ lawyers told the.three—judge:
bench hearing their case that they
had been threatened by the films‘
opponents, United News of India
reported.
On Dec. 12, some 80 members
of the right—wing Shiv Sena party
clad only in their underwear — as
a statement about what they see as
the film world‘s immorality — pro—
tested at the Bombay home of one
of the actors, Dilip Kumar. Shi
Sena is known for its sometimes
violent tactics.
When the Dec. 12 protest was
criticized by some members ofthe
upper house of parliament the fol—
lowing Monday, a Shiv Sena law—
maker called Kumar a "Pakistani,"
Press Trust of India news agency
reported. The comment was tanta—
_ mount to labeling Kumar a traitor

given the long history of hostility
between India and neighboring Pa—
kistan.
Kumar is not directly connected
with the movie, but is one of the
most prominent film personalities
who signed a petition in support of
Fire filed before the Supreme
Court. The petitionersaskedthe[|
court to ensure that the film can be
shown without disruption in India.
In recent weeks, Sena members
have stormed into movie theaters,
tearing down posters and breaking
windows to force cinemas to stop
showing the film, saying its sexual
content is an affront to Hindu val—
ues.
Fire is the story of women in
unhappy marriages to two brothers
living in New Delhi. The sisters—
in—law, seeking comfort, develop a
Lesbian relationship.
Until the Shiv Sena protests
erupted, Fire showed for three
weeks with little comment in In—
dia, though sex is rarely discussed
in this traditional society and issues
such as homosexuality are rarely
even acknowledged.
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January ‘99
B.Y.0.B.
ID Required
Drive A Little
Party ALOT!
rage

Everyone‘s Welcome at The Other Side !!!
.We at The Other Side want to thank all ofyou for making it
another great year. We love you all and are very glad thatyou
_are part of Our Family !!! Let‘s get readyfor Another !!!
Friday December 31, 1998
Bring in the New Year with youFamily and Friends at
The Other Side. Let‘s PARTY like it‘s 1999 !!!
$10.00 Advance Tickets & Reservations, $15.00 at the Door

Call for Details and Table.
‘Reservation Information.‘

|

Food, Party Favors and Champaigne at Midnight
Don‘t Miss this Party of the Year !!!
3883 Hwy 45 N
Jackson, TN

(Exit 82—B off I—40 then 3 miles N at Ashport)
"Jackson‘s Only Friendly‘ Bar"
(Security)
Open 7 days a week @ 5 pm (7 pm — Sat.)
January 1999 — The Triangle Journal News — Page 35
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MempnHis
Place

READY FOR A RELATION—
SHIP GWM, 32, 6‘, 200 lbs,
works in television, like din—
ing out, going out, travel,
quiet evenings at home and
theater. Looking for some—
one who‘s a top for a rela—
tionship.

Race

open.

and

(Johnson

age
City)

#19317
KING OF THE JUNGLE 30—
year—old WM, 510", 165 lbs,
Tarzan type, works out a lot,
looking for another smooth,
jock type Guy, over 6‘, with
big ticklish feet. (Memphis)
#19323
NEW TO THIS Bottom WM,
38, dark/blue, smooth, new
to the lifestyle. Looking for
someone who can take of
me in. all ways. (Nashville)
#18968
ARE YOU A TOP? GWM,
28, 5°8", 200 lbs, looking for
a masculine Guy, 25—40,
who likes to be on top most
of the time and wants a rela—
tionship.

(Clarkesville)

#18958
MAN OF MY DREAMS Very
open—minded

GWM,

18,

57", 157 lbs, brown/brown,
likes

shopping,

camping,

movies,

picnicking

and

going out on dates. Looking
for

a

tanned,

muscular,

smooth Guys 18—25, to be
the Man of my dreams. If
this is you, give me a call.
(Columbia) #15160
MOSTLY A TOP Middle—
aged WM, mostly a top,
‘interested in meeting a mid—
dle—aged Male for oral sex.
(Chattanooga) #18726
A BIT SKEPTICAL | was
just going through the per—
sonals and 1 don‘t really
think these things work. If
you think you can prove me
wrong, leave me a message
so

1 can tell you about

myself. (Dixon) #18491

1
1

your FREE

ad

SHY BUT FUNLOVING 42—
year—old WM, 6‘, 195 lbs,
hairy chest, likes movies,
videos, partying and trying
new experiences. Give me a
call. (Memphis) #16989
Looking for a hot top
(Greenville) #16994

number and use
your credit card
to access our
system.
1—800—716—2868 :%

LITTLE
BOY
BLUE
BOTTOM SEEKS TOP Very Attractive White Male, 49, 6‘,
185 lbs. Little boy blue, I lost
mature, outgoing BM, 27,
my horn, if you‘re 39—59, and
510", 230 lbs, n/s, looking
for a well—endowed BM, over — have a pretty horn to prac—
tice on 4 times a month.
25, for fun. (Memphis)
(Fayette County) #15720
#10007

A MAN‘S MAN 28—year—old
Gay Male, 62", 210 lbs, into
sports and working out.
Seeks Men for Man—to—Man
fun. (Johnson City) #16635

I_ NEED ALL YOUNG
BLACK MEN SGM, seeks
very discreet, young, well
built BM, 21—26, to meet and
get to know. (Columbia)
#15347

1 NEED A LONG—TERM
RELATIONSHIP 43—year—
old Single Male, 5°6", 160
lbs, seeks Men, 30—50, for
long—term
relationship.
(Savanna) #16244

I LOVE BEING NUDE 53—
year—old GWM, 6‘, 170 lbs,
in search of another Man to
have a good time with.
(Nashville) #14859

MAKE
ME
SUBMIT
Submissive bottom Male,
37, 5511", 198 lbs. Seeks
dominant, top Men to make
me submit to your wishes,
for friendship and possible
relationship.
(Nashville)
#14887
1 NEED THE REAL THING
41—year—old White Female,
into sports and whatever
else. Seeks White Females,
with children and into sports,
for long—term relationship.
(Nashville) #16068
&
YOU‘LL LEARN MORE
Honest, sincere Gay Black
Male, 26, medium build.
Seeks other Gay Black
Males, 21—30, in the area, for
fun
and
good times.
(Chattanooga) #15899

1—800—546—MENN

Call our toll free

WANNA JERK OFF? WM,
6‘, 145 lbs, brown/hazel,
looking for a similar Male, for
some fun. Leave me a mes—
sage.
(Chattanooga)
#16941

GETTING DOWN TO THE
POINT Middle aged White
Male, interested in younger
White Men for friendship and
sex. (Knoxville) #16056

Personals

GENTLY FIRM Committed
SWM, mid 40s, 6‘1", 200 lbs.
Seeks dedicated, submis—
sive Males. All limits respect—
ed. (Nashville) #14934
SOMEONE INTERESTED?
Attractive; slender GAM, 33,
511", 170 lbs, HIV+, finan—
cially secure. Seeks the
same for fun and friendship
(Nashville) #13481
GIVE ME A CALL Sexy
WM, 30, 5510", 155 lbs.
Smooth, hot body. Seeks
masculine Men, 20—35, body
hair. (Nashville) #14829
JUST LIKE ME Down—to—
earth BM, 6‘1", 167 lbs,
enjoys movies and bowling.
Seeks other straight—acting
BM, down—to—earth, for fun
and
more.
(Nashville)
#14768
STOCKY, DISCREET, GSM,
30, 6‘, 200 Ibs.
Seeks
straight—acting Men, for
friendship and possible rela—
tionship.
(Columbia)
@14412

HOT HUNG TOPS Hot, sub—
missive, leather bottom, 130
lbs, small. Seeks hot, hung
tops in the area. The more
the merrier. (Johnson City)
#12724
INTELLIGENT nice looking,
young. M, seeks someone
with the same qualities as |
have. (Memphis) #12236
ACTION Hairy M, 40, 6‘4",
195 lbs, good build. Seeks
M for: companionship and
some action. (Nashville)
#11946

A LONG WAY Honest, sin—
MUST BE NATURAL Well
cere GWPM, 5‘10", 190 lbs,
endowed, sincere GWPM,
versatile, above average
42, 510", 190 lbs, honest
looks,
..cut endowment, and down—to—earth. Seeks
down
Seeks GW, well endowed GH, W or L M,
L, H and Italian M, sincere, for friendship and possibly
down—to—earth;
well more. (Nashville) #11807
endowed, uncut, for friend—
WORKOUT
EVERYDAY
ship and possible LTR.
Professional GWM, with a
(Nashville) #12999
very toned body, likes to go
CALL IF THIS IS YOU: to clubs and works out
everyday. I‘m looking for
GWM seeks one or more
someone to hang out with.
masculine, well endowed
Let me know. (Nashville)
BM, for a good time. #11749
(Columbia) #10021
‘M FUN TO BE AROUND
THE RIGHT PRICE Looking
I‘m a 27 year—old Italian
for a M in the area. Give me Man, 62", 235 lbs, HIV+,
a call and we‘ll have a good clean shavenand looking for
a top Man who wants a long
time. (Nashville) #13399
term relationship. (Memphis)
BREAK OUT THE PUMPS #11024
Married WM, seeks TS and
VERY HAIRY GWM HIV+
TV to do what she wants to
GM, 5°9", 180 lbs, great
do. Let‘s play. (Nashville) shape, brown/blue, enjoys
#13377
swimming, biking, hiking,
LOOKING FOR ANSWERS dancing and quiet times.
Seeks someone drug and
Bi—curious WM, late 30s,
alcohol—free.
(Nashville)
seeks attractive, submissive
#19821
bottoms. | want to see what
life is like on the other side of 35—YEAR—OLD BM seeks
GM, 25—50, who like mastur—
the
fence.
(Nashville)
bating, oral sex and fun in
#13387
bed. (Memphis) #10012
GRAB IT WHILE YOU CAN CHUNKY This WM, 28
Bi—curious WM, 39, 59", 210 years old, 57", chunky, likes
lbs. Seeks slender, smooth many things. I‘m a feminine
Bi or Gay Males, 18—45, to bottom who is looking for a
masculine
Man.
go to the movies and maybe top,
(Nashville) #10992
more. (Nashville) #13591
VERY FRIENDLY, HIV+
GAPM, 33, 510", 170 lbs,
seeks the same. (Nashville)
#12077

CROSS—DRESSING I‘m a
22 year old, BM who is look—
ing for cross dresser or
Transvestites in the area.
(Nashville) #11099

FIRST TIMER Looking for a
Man who will teach me for
my first time experience.
(Cookeville) #12387

FUN, HOT TIMES I‘m look—
ing for Guys in the area for
hot, fun times. (Memphis)
#11033

ALABAMA
DOMINATION IN BIRMING—
HAM Attractive cute WM,
510", 170 lbs, bottom, look—
ing to hook up with someone
foursome light domination.
(Birmingham) #19437
SERIOUS BUT FUN Italian
WM,. 5°10;,
—175
Ins,
dark/dark, energetic, fun,
outgoing, seeking well—
grounded Man, with a wild
side.
Race
open.
(Birmingham) #18351
ALL YOU HAVE 28—year—old
Gay Male, into movies,
cooking and quiet times at
home. Seeks anyone who
would. love to meet me.
(Decatur) #16568
PLL SHOW YOU A GOOD
TIME! Attractive, well built
White Male, seeks well
endowed White Men for fun.
(Birmingham) #16563
TAKE ME IN! Nice—looking
Black Male, 21, into shop—
ping and traveling. Seeks
nice, masculine Men to take
care of me. (Birmingham)
#15432 ~
LET ME SHOW YOU WHAT
I HAVE TO OFFER Very Bi—
curious
WM,
5°6",
brown/brown, enjoys out—
doors and movies. Seeks
other hot Men who will show
me the ropes. Must be hon—
est, sincere and understand—
ing. (Birmingham) #17721

YoMAN.f
ENOUGH?
LEATHERLINK"
1—900—976—7447
18+,612—373—9783
$1.99/MIN. c/s

‘ARE

Call the 800 or 900 number to respond to ads, browse unlisted ads, or retrieve messages.
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HOME
28,
GM,
Good—look
blonde/hazel, hairy and dis—
creet, seeking other M in the
area. (Birmingham) #13902

PLEASE CALL. 22—year—old
GM, looking for someone to
get to know and possibly
start a relationship with.
(Louisville) #19079

NEW TO AREA Young Guy
seeking nice Guy for good

SMOOTH
AND
WELL—
ENDOWED
Attractive
GWM, 33, 5°6", 135 lbs,
dark/dark, smooth and well—
endowed. Looking for mas—
culine Guys, 25—35, HW, for
friendship, fun, dating and
possible
relationship.
.
(Louisville) #18973

times and
around.

to show me
(Birmingham)

#1951
ARKANSAS
BOTTOM ISO TOP Gwm,
31, 62", blonde/blue, bottom
with foot fetish, who knows
what he wants. Seeking top.
If interested, drop me a line.
(Fayetteville) #17108,
VERY SERIOUS—38—year®
old GM, 59", 180 lbs, beard
and mustache. Seeks bot—
toms in the area, 25—40, no
bar flies or head games.
Serious replies only. (Ft.
Smith) #15467

ONLY ONE

THING BM,
510", 173 lbs, enjoys walks
in the park and looking for
something serious with a
person who‘s honest, able to
be themselves. (Pine Bluff)
#14226
HAIRY

40—YEAR—OLD

MALE 6‘ with hairy chest
and legs, looking for good
times, friendship, movies
and quiet nights at home.
(Little Rock) #4105
KENTUCKY
GAY AND

UNASHAMED

Masculine,
professional
GWM, 26, 6, 175 lbs,
dark/green;, looking for Guys
in Louisville who like to party
and have a good time.
(Louisville) #19245

WANNA RIDE? Looking for
a fun—loving cowboy, who
likes going to rodeos,
movies and riding horses.
Friendship first and possibly
more. (Louisville) #15338
YOUNG=ENERGETIC—GUY
Real Man of respect and
standards, well—groomed,
well—built, likes to dance,
liven things up, take long
walks
and
be
surprised.Seeking someone
who‘s energetic, talkative,
well—groomed,
respects
themselves, has high self
esteem and wants to get
ahead in life. (Madison
Field) #18574
COME
GET
t
Bisexual White Male, 40,
510", 155 Ibs. Seeks dis—
creet bisexual White Males,
30s—50s, for some hot
bondage action. (Louisville)
#16713
I
—

ARE YOU READY? Bottom,
young, hot Male, 25, seeks
other Gay Males, Black or
White, for a long—term rela—
tionship. (Frankfort) #16505
VERY, VERY GOOD TIME
Good—looking,
discreet
DWM, 30, bisexual. Seeks
hairy, masculine WM, up to
40, for friendship and possi—
ble relationship. (Franklin)
#14970

als

ad

JUST A LITTLE KINKY , NICE—LOOKING, EaAsY
ao—
Attractive GM, 40, interested
ING GUY WM, 32, 59", 170
in feet and kink. Seeks open
lbs, brown/hazel, not into the
«minded, discreet Guys into
bar scene, enjoys going for
walks, horseback riding and
feet and a little kink.
spending — time with my
(Birmingham) #14292
dogs.Looking for someone I
JUST LOOKING Lonely
can have a conversation and
BM, 40, 6‘1", 200 lbs.
have fun with, for friendship
Seeking friends and lovers.
and
maybe
more.
(Birmingham) #11273
(Louisville) #19037

NOT FAR FROM

Person

1—800—546—MENN

There are many more ads
available on the system.
Use the browse option
next time you
call...
~900—976—7447
$1.99/min. Must be 18+

BREAK ME IN SWM, 34,
61", 190 Ibs, looking for
someone for a first time
experience.

Interested?

Then leave me a message.
(Carthage) #18604
LET ME DO IT Romantic,
top Gay Male, into honesty,
romantic movies and the
clubs..

Seeks honest top
Men who will accept the

— MANFINDER®

MAN—TO—MAN FUN BM, 29,
185 lbs, enjoys movies and
romantic walks. Seeks the

VERY ACTIVE GWM, look—
ing for safe sex.

tom, very sexually fun and

same, age open. (Louisville)
#14703
SEXUAL ESCAPADES 27—
year—old WM, 61", 193 lbs.
Seeks someone who enjoys
movies, talking and sexual
(Paducah)

escapades.
#14009

I‘m a bot—

looking for a top Man.
very

sexually

I!

have

to

offer.

(Jackson) #15909
IN TOWN SOON Fun—lov—
ing, easygoing Gay White
Male, 32, 64", into the out—

I‘m

doors. Seeks friendship and

active.

possible relationship with a
muscular, well endowed top.

(Louisville) #11068

HOT AND HORNY I‘m a hot
and horny, Gay bottom Man
who loves oral and anal sex.

BOTH WAYS Hot, horny
GWMbottom seeks tops for
anal _ and
oral _ sex.
(Louisville) #13682

things

I want to find me a well hung

(Jackson) #15784
I WANT SOMEONE OLDER
Young, thin Man, 6‘2", 160
lbs, into the movies and out—
doors. Seeks older Men for

top Man for lots of hot fun.

friendship

(Louisville) #10890 _

more. (Jackson) #14949

and—

possibly

WORK WITH ME SWM, 185
lbs, 511". Seeks someone
easygoing and likes to have
fun, for friendship. (Jackson)
#14237
CHILL OUT SBM, 145 lbs,
57", medium build. Seeks
someone to chill out with
and get to know. (Jackson)
#12737
ONE AT A TIME GWM, 45
years old, 5‘4", 129 lbs,
enjoys the ocean, travel and
nature.
I| want to meet
someone for a monogamous
long—term.
relationship.
(South Haven) #11756

MEET MY DEMANDS Siim,
36 year old GWM, 510", 150
lbs, looking for a GWM who
is between the ages of 38—
54 for a long term relation—
ship. You must be a top and
my
Meet
generous.
demands and I‘ll meet yours.
(Jackson) #11101 .
FUN IN THE SUN Smooth,
good—looking M, 32, 510",
170 lbs. Seeks other Guys
in the area for some fun
times. (Jackson) #10147

JUST TO TALK Bi—curious
M, looking to talk to attrac—
tive, straight—acting Bi Guys
who are curious, to talk on
the phone and have a possi—
ble
sexual
relationship.
(Madisonville) #13364
KICK BUTT PERSONAL
TY All around HM, 19, 62".
Seeks anyone, 25—35, for
friendship and a possible
relationship.
#11936

(Louisville)

|—800—328—M8

HAVE DARK FEATURES?
Good looking SWPM, bot—

To

tom, looking for a Man who
is between the ages of 20—
30 with dark features and a
hairy chest. Please be good
looking and a masculine top.
(Elizabeth) #11727

respond

acs,

browse

to
acm

om

e

messages"

call:

VERY SEXUALLY ACTIVE
This GWM is looking for
other GWM for fun
friendship.

es

and

—I‘m a hot and

horny bottom who is looking
for a top. (Tucson) #11028

Call the 800 or 900 number to respond to ads, browse
unlisted ads , or retrieve messages.
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Co
CLASSIFIED Rates: Personal, non—com—
mercial ads FREE. Limit of 30 words (in—
cluding address or phone number) and a
$2.00 charge for the use of our P.O. box.
Please specify if you want to use our P.O.
box. Commercial ads are charged at the
rate of 20¢ per word, $3.00 minimum.
Phone numbers and zip codes are free.
Deadline forads is the 15th of each month.
Send to Triangle JournalNews, Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111—0485. Classifieds
must be submitted in —writing and must
include your name—and a telephone num—
ber where you can be reached to verify the
ad. If you would like a copy of the issue
in which your ad appears, please send
$1.00 to cover postage.

IL

—A

§

Eureka Springs, AR 72632, (501) 253—
9010.
Escorts
Executive Escorts. Attractive male escorts
at your location. Major credit cards ac—
cepted. Discretion assured. Call 452—5322
for an appointment.
GrapHircs/PHoToGRAPHY
Bud Bear Illustrations: Pen and ink and
marker erotic sketches of men in leather.
Call 732—5212 for price quotes and size of
picture and mats.
Guipes_ __\
Gloryholes List! Best locations in Ten—
nessee to give or get oral satisfaction! Hot
studs, construction workers, college jocks,
heated businessmen, leathermen, active
athletes and other guys are anxious to
meet you. Complete list of Gloryholes
mailed back in plain discreet envelope.
Please be 18yo+. To order your guide(s),
send $5.00: Metroplex—TJN, Box 451781,
Los Angeles, CA 90045. Also available:
SoCal, NoCal, Seattle, Chicago, Vegas,
Arizona, Denver, New Orleans, Carolina,
OH—IN, FL, NYC, TX, Kansas City, KS;
Philly; MD (at $5.00 each).

AnnouncEmENnts
ATTENTION ADVERTISERS!! TVN an—
nouncements and classifieds will not auto—
matically be re—run. Announcements and
classifieds must be re—submitted each
month, in writing,by the 15th of the month.
Bro & BrEAKFAST
Ozark Bed & Breakfast—5 wooded acres of
privacyin a fun vacation area. Exclusive
resort for men & women. Hot tub. Country
club privileges. Greenwood Hollow Ridge,
Rt 4, Box 155, Eureka Springs, AR 72632,
(501) 253—5283.
~The Arbour Glen Bed & Breakfast—Circa
1896. Located on Eureka Springs Historic
District loop close to downtown shops &
restaurants. Completely renovated
fort butstill maintaining its old world charm,
elegance & romance. Picturesque tree—
coveredhollow. The Arbour Glen, #7 Lema,

Massace Services
DONT YOUDESERVETHEBEST? Cali—
fornia trained, certified bodyworker offers
sports massage. 1‘/, hours,
by appointment, outcall only. Gift certifi—
cates also available. Craig 10 a.m. — 10
p.m. (901) 278—9768.
Full Body Massage. California—trained.
Body Electric—certified bodyworker. 1—‘/,

(be

L_

1

F

_E

—D

$

hours by appointment—in only. Jonathan : G’WM, 28, seeks GWM, 18—35, who‘s open,
honest, monogamy—minded, in touch with
(901) 324—8316.
himself
and sincere about friendship/pos—
PERSONALS
sible relationship. If so, call Bryan: 276—
Accompanist needed for Sunday morning
9630. Please, serious replies only!
services at Safe Harbor MCC. Call Jim at
GWM, 33, 5710", 195#, ISO other GWM
454—1949.
5
bears
in the NE MS area, age unimportant,
Amnesia to La Quinta, Friday, Dec. 9.
friendship
first, possible relationship. A.
Chris?? — You were right, I got your number
Sartin,
7981
Hwy 15 S, Pontotoc, MS
wrong. You kept me up all night. Wanna
38863—9463.
repeat? "Max" 278—9768.
GWM, 36, 6‘3", 200#, good looking, long
Attention Gay white males over 50: Are you
hair with hazel—blue eyes, in good health,
tired of being ignored and turned down
seeking GWM, 21—30, slick, slim & sexy for
because of your age at the bars, the mov—
romantic lover. Will be waiting to hear from
ies and the park? Give me a call and we‘ll
you.
Call anytime (601) 343—5102. MS.
have a good time. We may even form a
GWM.
Age and physical features alone
club. Remember—If you‘ve been around
are not important to me, compared with
the block a few times, at least you know
sharing an intimate healthiness of mind,
your way there and back. Call 683—2629.
body, soul and spirit, along with creatively
Attractive professional WM, 40s, seeking
exploring mutual interests. Seeking to
bi or straight females, 25—50, any race or
choose
friends, not use them. Prepared to
size, for friendship and discreet encounter.
give
and
to receive love as a friend, possi—
No drugs, no diseases, no commitment
bly
more.
If interested, write to: A.V., P.O.
required. Send letter/photo to: Lynn, P.O.
Box 280123, Memphis, TN 38168. Photo
Box 7838, Jackson, TN 38302—0838.
optional. Sincere correspondence an—
BiWM, 6‘, 210#, married, clean, safe, dis—
swered. Please state your preferred method
creet, UB2, bottom, seeking top. S.C., 2310
E. Matthews, A208, Jonesboro, AR 72401. . of being contacted.
GWP, mid—50s, height & weight propor—
Devout Christian, GWM, 41, 63", 225%,
tionate,
NS, ND, HIV negative, not into the
masculine top truck driver in Memphis
bar scene. Enjoy movies, travel, the arts
every day seeks feminine bottom for
and the simple pleasures of life. Frequently
lifemate. I‘m very romantic. Serious only.
described as down—to—earth and a real
Call Larry 870—251—4088 or write 1111
person. The person | am seeking must be
Sherrill Drive, Batesville, AR 72501.
comfortable
with his sexuality, mature and
GAY CRUISING!!! Record, listen and re—
possess
high
personal standards and val—
spond to hot personal ads FREE (18+).
ues. I am only interested in meeting some—
The Confidential Connection® 901—529—
one interested in a potential long—term,
9800 Code : 9006.
monogamous relationship. Age is not an

important factor. Call after 6 p.m.: 327—
3510.
J/O Buddies. Meet by phone. Try it FREE!
901—821—9100, Code 7001,18+.
Master ISO Slave. Dominant 35—year—old
W/M, 165#, nice chest hair, looking for a
young, 18—22ish, submissive, smooth—bod—
ied W/M about 140#, with boyish looks and
mannerisms. Skinny a plus. No diseases.
Phone: 323—1521—Mr. Paul,
24 HOUR MEAT! Meet local guys dis—
creetly on The Confidential Connection®.
Record, listen and respond to hot personal
ads FREE! (18+) 901—529—9800 Code:
9007.
MEET LOCAL MEN TONIGHT! FREE to
browse & respond to Personal ads. (901)
565—0006 Use Pub. 333 (18+).
MEMPHIS MEN!!! 100% Local!!! Meet
other Men in the Memphis area. FREE to
Browse & Respond to Ads. (901) 565—
0006 Pub. 334 (18+).
Searchingfor long—lostfriend, Larry Farrett.
If you are out there, please give me a call:
901—275—3044.
Unwrapme. GWM, 38, likes younger. 511",
165#, blond/hazel, mustache, HIV—nega—
tive. This out—going artist, designer likes
cowboy boots, jeans, romantic evenings at
home or out. For more information call:
901—275—3044. Fayette county.
Work WanteD
Need help moving anything? Call Mark at
901—373—6147 for price and appointment.
If no answer, leave message on answering
machine. Evenings only, 4 to 8, Mon. thru
Fri. Some weekend work, okay.

~

f

. Meetings at
Memphis Lambda Center, Inc.*
1488 Madison Avenue
Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 276—7379
yaw were chosen /y Sod _

Phoenix (Alcoholics Anonymous) All Meetings Open

Buy a Subscription to the Mid—
South‘s Gay and Lesbian —
Community Newspaper. For
Yourself or for a friend.
12 Issues for $15 mailed

FirstCIass :
discreetly, so you don‘t have to wait for
—

—the news.

Sunday
Monday
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Discussion (Open)
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News

Memphis, TN 38111—0485

*Memphis Lambda Center, Inc. is a private organization formed for the
promulgation and enhancement of Twelve—Step meetings with a special
outreach to the Gay and Lesbian community. Business—meetings are on
Q3 last Wednesday of the month at 6:30 pm. _
Space donated as a public service by the Triangle Journal News)
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Thursday
5:30 pm
Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)
(Business meeting 3rd Tuesday of the month, Birthdays last Tuesday)
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(Last Sunday of month is birthday night with speaker. )
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Southern Sisters: Support group for
transexual women (male to female) =
728—4297, 7:30—11 pm for referral.
Stonewall Mission Church: A Progres—
sive Christian Church e Sun. Service
6:30 p.m., meets at the Center, 103
Berry Rd., Nashville, TN 37204 # (615)
269—3480.
Tennessee Leather Tribe: Gay men‘s/
women‘s leather org. 1568 Rolling Hills
Dr., Memphis, TN 38127—5409 = 357—
1921.
The Mid—Towners Bowling League: #
323—3111 — Linda Etherton, 342—4630 —
James Bailey.
Tsarus: Leather—Levi club » Box 41082,
Memphis 38174—1082.
U of M Students for Bisexual, Gay &
Lesbian Awareness (BGALA): BGALA
clo Office of Greek Affairs Box 100, U of
M 38152 =~
278—5825 email:
bgala@cc.memphis. edu.
UT—Martin ALLIES: Campus and commu—
nity. Alternate Weds. 5 p.m. Info 131F
Humanities Bldg., Martin 38238,
neilg@utm.edu = 587—7301.
WAC (Woman‘s Action Coalition): PO
Box 1203, 3566Walker, Memphis 38111
# 678—3339.
COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARDS
Bear Trappers BBS: Serving Nashville &
surrounding area # (615)360—2837.
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It‘s Done!: Typing, word processing/print—
ing service—resumés, thesis, manu—
scripts, etc. # 795—4308.
J.W. IMustrations: Pen & Ink drawing of
homes # 386—8193.
Printers Ink: Box 11485,—0485 # 454—
1411.
RK Photo: Black & white photography,
processing & printing services. Full color
post card advertising. Call = 452—2766
or e—mail: btag69a@prodigy.com.
See—S: Portraits & photography = 327—
3760.
That‘s Certainly Graphics: Resumés, ad
campaigns, letterhead, etc. # 761—2980.

Bluff City Sports Association: Box
41803, Memphis 38174—1803 = 682—
9928;
Brothers & Sisters Bowling League: #
465—4371 — Richard Andrews.
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian
Square Dance Club » Meets Thurs., 7pm
Prescott Memorial Baptist Church » 3956
Blue Spruce, Lakeland 38002 = 387—
ADULT BOOKSTORES
1567.
Airport Bookmart®: 2214 Brooks Rd E. #
Crossroads: African American Gay men‘s
345—0657.
motivation/support/social group. Meets
Cherokee Adult Book Store*: 2947 Lamar
1st & 2nd Fridays. Conrad R. Pegues,
# 744—7494.,
1902 Freemont Ave., Memphis 38114,
Fantasy Warehouse I*: 791:793 North
crpegues @ aol.com.
White Station = 683—9649.
4F: Leather/Levi group e 3663 Appling
INFORMATION
Getwell Book Mart*®: 1275 Getwell # 454—
Lake Dr., Bartlett 38133.
Affirmation: # (708) 733—9590.
7765.
s
Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/
AIDS Switchboard: # 278—AIDS.
Paris Adult Entertainment Center*: 2432
AIDS Service Organization » 1450 Pop—
Gay & Lesbian Hotline: = 1—800—285—
Summer # 323—2665.
lar, Memphis 38104 # 272—0855 or #
7431 (24 hr. help & information for Les—
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Rd =
278—AIDS.
bians, Gays, transvestites &
396—9050.
transexuals).
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell Rd # 744— ~ Holy Trinity Community Church*: Wor—
ship Service: Sun. 11 am & 7 pm; Bible
Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: # 1—800—
4513.
study:Wed. 7 pm; 3430 Summer # 320—
347—TEEN (Thu.—Sun., 7pm—11:45pm.).
Tammy‘s #4: 5937 Summer Ave. # 373—
9376.
Gay & Lesbian Switchboard: = 324—
5760.
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tues.,
GAYS * 24—hrs. Live Operators 7:30—
BARS / RESTAURANTS
Healing Service/Eucharist, 6pm; Dinner,
11pm.
Amnesia*: 2866 Poplar # 454—1366.
6:45pm, $4; Meeting 7:30pm » c/o Cal—
Human Rights Campaign: # 327—2677,
Arizona*: 903 South Cooper # 272—9000.
vary Episcopal Church, 102 N. 2nd #
jmaynard2 @ earthlink.net
Autumn Street Pub®*: 1349 Autumn =
525—6602.
LINC: = 725—8895.
274—8010. _
Into The Light (Women‘s AA): Memphis
Narcotics Anonymous: # 276—LIVE.
Backstreet*: 2018 Court Street = 276—
Lambda Center # 276—7379.
Rape Crisis: # 528—2161.
~§§22.
Jackson Lambda Support Group: Mem—
Suicide & Crisis Intervention: # 274—
COUNSELING
SERVICES
Bourbon Street Cafe: (In the French Quar—
phis Lambda Center # 901—427—1500
7477.
Joel Chapman, PhD: 1835 Union Ave.,
ter Suites, 2144 Madison # 728—4000.
for information.
Transvestite—Transexual National
Ste.
315
=
726—1284.
Buns on the Run: 1528 Madison # 278—
Living Word Christian Church: Worship
Hotline: = (617) 899—2212 (8—2am,
Kent D. Fisher, LPC, BCSAC: Group &
9321.
Service Sun. 10 am & 6pm, Wed. 7 pm ®
Mon.—Sat.).
Individual
Therapy
#
458—7164.
Chaos*: 60 South Front # 578—VIBE
340 N Garland # 276—0577.
$
LEGAL SERVICES
Fully Alive! A center for personal enrich—
(8423).
Loving Arms (Support Partners for HIV+
The Hoglund Law Firm at Memphis: 165
ment. Susan Taranto, MPS & Carol
Crossover*: 851 Island Road, Columbus,
Mothers & Babies; "hold" babies at
Madison, Ste 1813, Memphis 38103 #
Schlicksup, MA. Individual, couples &
MS # 601—327—0942.
the Med): Shelia Tankersley, P.O. Box
526—7526 (24 hrs).
group
therapy.
#
323—2078
»
Sliding
fee
—
Crossroads*: 1278 Jefferson # 276—8078.
3368, Memphis, TN 38173 # 725—6730.
David Hooper, Attorney At Law: 1870
scale.
501 Club*: 111 N. Claybrook # 274—8655.
Memphis Area Gay Youth (MAGY): PO
Union Ave # 274—6824.
Anne S. Gillis, MS: Individual, couple &
In the Grove*: 2865 Walnut Grove Road
Box 241852, Memphis, TN 38124 =
Susan Mackenzie, Attorney At Law: 100
family counseling, rebirthing # 761—3435.
# 458—9955.
335—MAGY
for
info;
N. Main, Ste 2518 = 526—0809.
Patricia Goshorn, M.Ed.: Licensed Psy—
J—Wags*: 1268 Madison # 725—1909.
website: www .geocities.
Robert Ross, Attorney At Law: 100 N.
chological Counselor Simmons, Kelman
Leland‘s Pub®*: 5538 Summer Ave. #
com.westhollywood/1772/.
Main, Ste 3310 = 525—0417.
& Assoc., 3960 Knight Arnold Rd, Ste
382—9911.
Memphis Bears Club: PO Box 111094;
Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney At Law:
‘316 # 369—6050.
>
Lorenz*: 1528— Madison = 274—8272.
Memphis 38111—1094 # 756—2687, e—
5118 Park , Ste 232, = 684—1332.
Cliff Heegel, PhD: Licensed Psychologist
Madison Flame*: 1588 Madison # 278—
mail: ‘http//members.xoom.com/
Jason 0. Young, Jr.: 147 Jefferson, Ste
*Centerpoint, 5180 Park Ave. Ste 150 #
9839.
memphisbears.
806, # 728—4000.
767—1066.
N—cognito*: 338 South Front # 523—0599.
Memphis Center for Reproductive
Sheridan Lambe, LCSW: Individual &
One More*: 2117 Peabody # 278—MORE
LODGING
Health: 1462 Poplar Ave #274—3550.
Couple Counseling, = 761—9178.
(6673).
ABC (Affordable Basic Comfort) Re—
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community
Joseph Robert Pfeiffer, LCSW: # 578—
Overstuffed Deli & Caterers: 3003 Air—
treat: Nightly/weekly rates on smoking
Center (MGLCC): Box 41074, Memphis
9107.
ways Blvd. #701 # 396—1969, 3727 South
and non—smoking rooms # 377—7701.
88174 # 324—4297.
M. Todd Puckett, MS: Individual & group
Mendenhall = 362—2989, 7716 Poplar
French Quarter Suites: 2144 Madison #
Memphis Lambda Center*: Meeting place
therapy. « 5180 Park Ave, Ste. 125 =
Ave., Germantown # 757—1212.
523—8912. .
for 12—step recovery programs » 1488
767—1066 ext. 42 » Sliding fee scale
P & H Cafe*: 1532 Madison Ave. # 274— _ Madison # 276—7379, 726—6293, 527—
MASSAGE SERVICES
available.
9794.
1461, or 327—8676.
ABC A Bodywise Company: Relaxing
Joyce
Schimenti,
LCSW:
Individual
&
Pipeline*: 1382 Poplar # 726—5263.
Memphis Lesbian & Gay Coalition for
therapeutic, full—body massage/sports
roup Counseling # 761—9178.
f
Rumors*: 637 Hwy 145 South,. Shannon,
Justice: Box 241363, Memphis 38124
massage. Biorhythm charting. By ap—
Jim
Shaw,
MA,
PhD,
CMSW:
=
327—
MS # 601—767—9500.
e—mail: Igc@gaymemphis.com, web
pointment. # 377—7701.
4055.
The Jungle*: 1474 Madison # 278—4313.
page: http://www.gaymemphis.com/lgc).
Bodycare by Jordan: Deep tissue mas—
J.
Kent
Usry,
CMSW:
Individual,
couples,
—
The Other Side*: 3883 Highway 45 North,
Memphis Pride, Inc.: Gay, Lesbian, Bi—
sage, therapeutic touch and preparation
bereavement & sexuality counseling. #
Jackson, TN # 1—901—668—3749.
sexual, & Transgendered Pride Events ®
for movement. By appointment only. #
578—9107..
>:
**
Box 111265, emphis 38111 °= 32—>
CARDS & GIFTS
527—2273.
_ DENTAL SERVICES
a>. ‘Bodyworks by Jonathan: Body. Electric
PRIDE, e—mail: MphsPride@aol.com.
. Inz & Outz*: 553 South Cooper # 728—
Memphis TransGender Alliance: TV/TS William N. Castle, D.D.S.: Dentist » 776°
~ 6535. —
full body massage. By appointment only.. _
Mt. Moriah # 685—5008.
x
support group » c/o Barbara Jean Jasen,
GGS Gourmet: # 278—6218 or on the web
# 324—8316.
__
Box 11052, Memphis, TN 38111—0052.
at GGSGourmet.COM
Jim Brymer, LMT: Muscle & deep tissue
FINANCIAL SERVICES
Mid—South AIDS Mastery Workshop:
therapy, reflexology, Swedish massage
onnie Bingham,
CPA: Taxes, account—
CARPET CARE / CLEANING SER—
Ronnie Gardino # 767—2182 or e—mail at
—521—6044, pager: 391—3176.
ing, estateplanning # 753—1413.
e.
VICES
msaidmstry @ aol.com.
Massage by Jim: # Pager 541—0579.
Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax
BJ‘s Cleaning Service: # 726—4211.
Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite: Box 41822,
Massage by Michael: # 278—5475.
Service: 3340 Poplar ‘Ave.,Ste 305 #
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office
Memphis 38174—1822.
©
Massage by Sharah: Full—body, by ap—
458—0152.
,
# 745—3300.
2
pointment only, male and female # 753—
Karen B. Shea: Financial Consultant,
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or Resi—— National Organization for Women
(NOW): Box 40982, Memphis 38174 #
Smith Barney Inc., 1661 International — 9449,
dential, 24—hr. service, freeestimates #‘
578—3286
or
e—mail
at
Dr., Ste. 200 #818—4134, 800—227—4146, Tom Pitman: Rejuvenating full—body mas—
327—6165.
memphisnow @ hotmail.com.
sage by appointment. = 761—7977 or
fax: 818—4233.
White Glove Services: Home or Office #
New Beginnings (Adult Children of Al—
Beeper 575—1230.
388—3781.
FLORISTS
coholics): Memphis Lambda Center #
Craig von Graeler: Professional full body
Botanica:
937
S.
Cooper,
=
274—5767,
1—
COMMUNITY GROUPS
276—7379 or 454—1414.
massage by appointment. Please call
*800—769—5767, fax: 274—5688.
ACT UP/Gay Liberation Movement: #
Parents, Families & Friends of Lesbi—
10am—10pm # 278—9768.
Flamingo
Flowers
&
Gifts:
3864
Macon
526—7903 Call for meeting place & sched—
ans & Gays (P—FLAG): Box 172031,
MEDIA
Road,
Suite
2
#
452—0803.
ule.
Memphis 38187—2031 # 761—1444.
Park East Florist: 6005 Park # 761—2980. Recovery Times: Free monthly news—
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA): Parents & Friends of Lesbians & Gays
paper focusing on addictions & recov—
Memphis Lambda Center = 276—7379.
GRAPHICS/PHOTOGRAPHY
(P—FLAG): Jackson, TN 38305 # 1—901—
ery. Distributed in Memphis, Jackson, &
Al—Anon (Co—dependency): Memphis
ALL2GRAPHC DESIGN: Logos, letter
664—6614 for information, e—mail:
Nashville TN # (901) 377—7963.
Lambda Center # 276—7379.
head, ad campaigns, T—shirt design, il—
burtren@aeneas.com
Triangle
Journal News: Monthly news—
Alliance: Leather/levi club « Box 42174,
lustration, web pages, billboards. # 272—
Phoenix AA Memphis Lambda Center #
paper published by Printers Ink e Box
Memphis 38174.
336
or
e—mail:
454—1414.
11485, Memphis, 38111—0485 # 454—
Aloysius Home, Inc.: 28 North Claybrook,
ALL2GRAPHC@aol.com.
Safe Harbor MCC: 2117 Union Ave.,
1411, Fax: 454—1411 *51, E—mail:
Memphis 38104 # 274—8321, 522—8385.
Barr
Photography:
Call
12—7
»
Jackie/
Chapel # 458—0501.
TJNmemphis
@ aol.com.
American Gay Atheists (AGA) Mem—
Nadine # 366—7920.
Seriously Sober (AA): Memphis Lambda
phis: Box 41371, Memphis.38174—1371.
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
Bonehead Creative: 1271 Poplar, Ste
Center # 276—7379 or 454—1414.
Black & White Men Together (BWMT):
Antique Warehouse: 2563 Summer #
103, Memphis 38104 # 276—2101.
Southern Country Memphis: Country
Box 42157, Memphis 38174—2157 # 276—
323—0600.
Graffiti Graphics: 1985 Madison #7 #
Western Dance Club.
0168, 274—8658.
Bereavement Express: A unique way to
278—5002.
The Gay Memphis Resources Directory is
printed as a public service, and its listings
are free. Agencies and businesses listed
herein have requested to be listed, but
have not been charged. All phone num—
bers are area code 901 unless otherwise
noted.
§
(* Indicates TIN distribution points.)

e=ee

express your sympathy to family, friends,
co—workes, clients. # 578—9107;
www.LandscapesPublishing.com
Biorhythm Charting and Personal Con—
sultations: = 377—7701.
Bliss Salon: 2111 Madison = 726—6100.
Dabbles Hair Co.: 19 N. Cooper # 725—
0521.
Eagle Pest Control: Jacqueline Behles ®
# 743—8945.
Kyla J. Dillard, DVM: Housecall Veteri—
narian, Memphis Area = (901) 324—
3425. For emergency care call # (901)
533—5084.
David Gairhan: A/C, refrigeration & ap—
pliance repair # 274—7011.
Have Bar Will Travel: Bartending for pri—
vate functions » Lisa Gray (The Peabody
Hotel) = 726—5910.
Bob Hughes, EdD: Yoga, relaxation &
meditation classes # 682—0855.
Kings Interior Painting: = 745—3300.
Lavender Earth*: 852 S. Cooper, # 272—
2853.
Love Song Greeting Cards: Specializing
in greeting cards for lovers only.« P.O.
Box 676, Horn Lake, MS 38637—2165.
McPherson Appliance Clinic: Sales, ser—
vice & repair, Heating & AJC. « 1447
National, = 327—6887, 327—7395. _
Midtown Galleries & Auction, Inc.*: An—
— tiques, Art, Painted & Unusual Furnish—
ings » 2228 Central # 725—0049.
Midtown House Cleaning Service: 15yr.
exp., ref., onsight est., « = 274—0281
evenings or weekends.
Pet Care Unlimited: Pet sitting and/or
house sitting by competent, caring couple
# 726—6198.
Enrica Ramey: Insurance Memphis =
Business: 377—1075.
Sanders Facilities, Inc.: Catering & party
facility rental « Michael Sanders # 948—
3998.
Star Search Video*: 1411 Poplar Ave #
272—STAR.
The Limo Connection: # 521—0331.
TNT Painting: Tom Rowe & Trent
Gatewood # 481—7900.
Tom Webb Ins.: Insuring in the Gay and —
Lesbian Community, 4646 Poplar # 682—
2170.
TropicalImpressions: Pet Shop & Groom—
ing Salon « 3700 S. Mendenhall # 794—
3047 or 365—9716. _
Vantek: Internet Services » Box 111324,
Memphis 38111—1324 = 324—4999, e—
mail: viadmin@vantek.net.
Whittington Tree & Lawn Service:
Sandra & Troy Whittington # 685—8410.
Free estimates, 24 hr. service.
f
_ REAL ESTATE SERVICES
ussell Armstrong, Developer, Looney:
; 194 Looney Ave. # 525—3044.
Jerry Everett, Realtor Associate, Pyra— —
mid Realtors: 134 Timber Creek Drive
# 753—6300.
3+
—
Glenn Moore, Broker, Owner, Wood
land Realty: # 377—1057.
#
Steve Solomon, Broker, Sowell & Com—
pany: 54 S. Cooper # 278—4380, Fax .
278—4390.
s
5
Randy Wilder, Affiliate Broker, Sowell &
Company: 54 S. Cooper = 278—4380,
Fax 278—4390, Home 725—1818, Pager
533—0620.
_
TRAVEL
Carlson Wagonlit Travel: Call Kris #
387—2083 or 800—861—5111.
Gateway Travel: 2090 Overton Square
Lane # 276—3388.
Great American Cruises, Inc.: Cruise
Travel Agency, Sherman Perkins, 52 N.
Second # 525—5302.
Travel Customized by Jean Morris:
Member‘International Gay & Lesbian
Travel Association # 465—2936.
‘TJN IS ALSO DISTRIBUTED AT
THESE LOCATIONS
Bookstar: 3402 Poplar Ave. # 323—9332.
Circuit Playhouse: 1705 Poplar Ave. #
~ 726—5521.
Davis—Kidd Booksellers Inc.: 397 Perkins
. Rd. Ext. = 683—9801.
Memphis and Shelby County Public Li—
brary: 1850 Peabody # 725—8800.
Tobacco Corner Newsroom: 669
Mendenhall Rd S. = 682—3326.
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Adults Only!
Restrictions apply. Certain optionalfeatures are $2.49 per minute.
For ACME Customer Service, call: 1—800—445—3002

